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Introduction 
The purpose of this thesis is to study the 
reasons for training merit raters , the number of firms 
that actively pursue this practice and what the circum-
stances are that surround this rater training . The 
growing number of articles in management publications 
which indicate dissatisfaction with rating plans in 
general causes the formulation of this question - Do 
merit rating plans require training and are the companies 
training their raters? The trend of management toward 
greater utilization of merit rating is shovm by a National 
Industrial Conference Board Survey in 1948 which indicated 
that forty percent of the companies were using merit rating 
systems . A similar survey in 1954 by Spriegel and Dale of 
628 firms showed 61% of them were using rating systems . 
The major segments in a rating procedure are (1) 
careful formulation and communication of policy on ratings , 
(2) selection and development of the scale to be used, (3) 
training of raters , (4) the actual rating process, {5) the 
analysis of ratings , and (6) the use of resultant ratings . 
11Although greatest attention is usually given to the selec-
tion and perfection of the rating scale , many if not most 
of the common shortcomings in rating are directly traceable 
to the rater . 11 1 The principal :method used in industry to 
reduce rater error is a more formal and intensive rater 
training program. Why should we train? What should we 
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teach? How should it be conducted? These are some of the 
questions which will be the sub ject of this exploratory 
thesis . This study of the rater training given to the fore -
man, middle management and the executive found many recom-
mendations and general principles but- relatively few speci-
fic outlines of rater training programs. The subjects taught 
in certain management training , human relations or executive 
development programs are applicable to rater training and 
should be included as rater training (Company C in Chapter 
IV ) . The policy of customizing training to meet the needs 
of specific circumstances must be emphasized . Many members 
of management feel that they can borrow a complete rating 
procedure including the training program and it will fit 
their needs exactly . 
The problem inves tigated is the training of raters . 
If 61% of the fir.ms are using merit rating and half of these 
are not training raters , then only 30% are obtaining useful 
ratings of their workers performance . The fifty percent 
without training will certainly receive inaccurate and al -
most useless ratings whi ch will cast doubt on all rating 
procedures and endanger the use of ratings as a n1anagement 
tool . This is a dynamic problem and findings of ten years 
ago may not be consistent with current practices . 
The absence of explicit progran1s for rater train-
ing and the dynamic type of problem served only to encourage 
the original survey of companies in the eastern Massachusetts 
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area . This sampling initially was to be conducted mainly in 
the electronics industry for several reasons: the industry 
is young , the companies are new, the competition is especi-
ally keen for technical workers and every means available is 
being used to overcome employee dissatisfaction and turnover . 
These conditions should lead to the adoption of the most ad-
vanced theoretical concepts of human relations and wage and 
salary administration. However , after completion of six 
interviews in this industry the sample was broadened to in-
clude other types of business and industry . The degree of 
training was very limited in all of the firms contacted 
whether electronics or otherwise as the findings of Chapter 
IV will show. 
The next logical question to be asked is 11 \I'Jb.y 
don ' t firms train their raters?" Is it unknowingly omitted 
or is the cost for an adequate program prohibitively high? 
With only 36% of the firms making any statistical checks 
upon the accuracy of their merit rating systems and 25% of 
the companies having any cost information on this management 
tool it would appear that rater training is circumvented in 
deferenc e to training in technical and production areas 
which show obvious results . Unfortunately in some cases 
top management feels that securing better information about 
employee performance is not sufficiently important to jus-
tify the required investment of time and energy . However , 
this is a problem of management attitude and not of merit 
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rating methods or training and as such is outside the scope 
or this study. 
In the development or this thesis you will rirst 
encounter a section on merit rating which is not a complete 
treatment or the subject but serves to introduce the subject 
of merit rating, its purposes, types or rating plans, and 
general rormat . 
Next is the section on the basic purpose and ob-
jective or the training which is the accuracy of ratings and 
the ractors which influence the conrormity or ratings to 
reality . Chapter three is the breakdown or training to its 
integral parts, such as subject matter, location, instructor, 
methods of instruction, etc . 
In the rourth part a summary or the original survey 
is given . Detailed information pertaining to four key merit 
rating systems is presented . This information tends to val-
idate and justiry the rindings or L. G. Spicer in his 11 Survey 
of Merit Rating in Industry . "2 1rhe last section is composed 
or recommendations ror management in the use of this rating 
tool . The application or merit rating towards a broader goal 
will increase its erriciency and acceptability in most organ-
izations . The use of this tool ror employee development and 
thereby raising the standards or perrormance or the work 
rorce is a reasible task ror merit rating . This use demands 
a type of rating rorm which is easily understood and the em-
plo}~ent or a progress or appraisal interview. This objective 
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demands the greatest amount of training time for raters and 
the greatest benefit for management . The gain to manage-
ment will be a motivated work force interested not only in 
their personal future but the development potential for 
the company . 
6 
Chapter I 
General Concepts of Merit Rating 
"Should we rate the people who work for us? 11 The 
recurrence of this question is evident in almost every man-
agement publication as the search continues for the one best 
method of rating . The fact exists that there can be only 
one answer to this question . Most certainly we will rate 
people - we really have no choice of rating or not rating . 
As long as two people are in close association, each will 
make judgements about the other . Forming and recording 
judgements about people and their job performance is all 
that is meant by merit rating . 
A choice must be made however , as to the method 
to be used in making our ratings . A decision to indulge in 
making individual judgements about people , with each rater 
giving full rein to his own standards and biases would not 
~eem feasible . The alternative is to rate people according 
to an organized and systematic procedure which attempts to 
set up common standards of judgement that all raters can 
apply uniformly and without bias . The second choice is ob-
viously the better course to follow . 
Having made this choice it is now necessary to 
adopt some form of merit rating procedure . This is the tool 
that guides human judgements in their systematic formation 
on common bases . However , before discuss ing methods of 
Merit Rating let 's first examine some definitions and 
additional uses for this tool . 
1. Definitions 
Twenty years ago merit rating was defined by 
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A. s . Knowles as 11 A system for the discovery and classi-
fication of the individual differences among employees with 
respect to the jobs they fill . "J Now after the development 
of many systems and methods and innumerable writings a sem-
antic problem has developed in this area . It is necessary 
to attempt to distinguish between merit rating, performance 
appraisal , personnel rating and the myriad of terms applied 
to the broad area of worker and management evaluation. 
A modern definition by Virgil K. Rowland of Merit 
Rating is a formalized system which attempts to establish 
employee performance as the determinant of employee pay with-
in a particular classification. 4 This definition definitely 
establishes Merit Rating as connected with wage and salary 
administration, while many others do not . 
Performance Appraisal as defined by H. Mayfield is 
an attempt to think clearly about each person's performance 
and future prospects against the background of his total work 
situation • .5 
Personnel Rating is described by Dale Yoder as con-
sisting of the establishment of a set of standards by which 
to record an evaluation based upon this measurement . 6 
However in this thesis, the term nMerit Rating'' 
will refer to the process of evaluating an employee ' s per-
8 
for manc e on the job regardless of the objectives or uses 
of the plan by companies and irrespective of the level of 
the worker . 
This rating of empl oyee performance is in es -
sence an appraisal of performance . Thus the rating part of 
merit rating is essentially the same process used in ap-
praisal programs and personnel rating systems . All are con-
cerned with defining performance . The single common denom-
inator to all plans is the human judgement of one person ' s 
job behavior by his work leader . Whether this action is an 
appraisal by a company president , of his department heads , 
or a merit rating of machine operators by their foreman, 
the evaluation is mainly a subjective judgement . This judge-
ment is highly personalized , indefinite , sometimes inconsis-
tent unless the rater is t r ained . Complete avoidance of these 
pitfalls is not attainable through training . However the im-
provement of that judgement is possible and this is the ob-
jective sought here . 
The final disposition of the ratings distinguishes 
traditional merit rating from the somewhat broader perfor-
mance appraisal and personnel rating . In merit rating the 
end result is used to determine wage increases; in person-
nel rating for transfer , promotion, demotion and separation 
of undesirable workers , and in performance appraisal for 
training and development of employees . This , it should be 
pointed out , is an academic differentiation of terms and 
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their objectives . Industrial practice does not acknowledge 
such a delineation of terms and before conducting each in-
terview for original research a definition of terms was 
necessary . 
The titl e attached to the rater-appraiser, or 
personnel technician is unimportant . The degree to which 
he is trained to observe worker behavior and then render 
reasonably uniform judgements or opinion of this perfor-
mance is the area of concentration here . The variance of 
rating plans is caused by each individual company determin-
ing the objectives , methods and title of their system to be 
used in arriving at an evaluation of its employees . Thus 
our general definition will apply to all of these rating 
plans . It is against this general background of evaluation 
practices that this study of rater training will be made . 
2 . Pur~s e of Merit Rating 
The basic purpos e of Merit Rating is the reduc -
tion of the amount of guesswork, bias or caprice in making 
the vital evaluations of employee worth . Rating is by def-
inition an evaluation of one person ' s performance by another 
and the results are the product of a human judgement . Our 
objective is to improve these judgements so that they are 
so far as possible clear , logical , intelligent thinking 
processes oriented around the performance of our employees . 
The increase of accuracy in our Merit Ratings can be achiev-
ed through rater training . The accomplishment of this 
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objective would certainly improve the quality of management 
at all levels . The secondary purposes of a rating plan are 
the uses and value of the plan to management . R. c. Schmidt 
provides a comprehensive list of reasons for .having a merit 
rating program. 7 
1 . Through ratings , supervisors become more aware 
of each employee ' s individual differences . 
2 . Ratings can be used to determ{ne the weaknesses 
and strong points of each employee . 
3. Ratings can be used as a basis for discussing 
with each employee his strong points and weak-
nesses . 
4 . Ratings can be used as a basis for training . 
5. Ratings serve as a record of capacities and ac-
complishments . 
6. Ratings allow top supervisors to become mor e 
familiar with each employee . 
7 . Ratings can be used to measure improvement on 
the job . 
8 . Ratings serve to offset possible snap judgements 
of supervisors . 
9. Ratings can be used to test effectiveness of a 
training program. 
lO . Ratings assist in deterraining promotions and 
merit increases . 
ll . Ratings can be used to uncover exceptional 
talents . 
12 . Ratings can be used to stimulate employees to 
improve . 
13 . Ratings may improve employees morale by stimu-
lating confidence in management fairness . 
14. Ratings can be used to help management judge 
the fairness , severity, or leniency with which 
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supervisors judge their employees . 
15 .Accumulated ratings filed in personnel records 
assist in interdepartmental transfers . 
16 . Ratings help prove the value of psychological 
tests and other selection methods . 
It is apparent that companies do not rate their 
employees for all of the above purposes and therefore do not 
have uniform policies and practices . No one plan can be con-
sidered best for all purposes and situations but every plan 
must be tailored to suit the needs and objectives of a part-
icular company . Rating procedures must be viewed as a limit-
ed purpose tool in order to increase their effectiveness . 
The narrower the scope of the rating plan the greater the 
control and effectiveness of the tool . Trying to do too 
many things vli th t his management tool is likely to result 
in not doing any of them very well . 
3 . Classification of Rating Method 
The types of rating form used vary tremendously, 
depending on the philosophy behind the particular evaluation 
program. rfhe system may compare the employees with one 
another or with job or performance standards. If employees 
are compared, this may be done by ranking them one with 
another, or by grading them on a scale first and comparing 
the results later . ~~en employees are to be compared with 
job standards , it is first necessary to consider the require-
ments of the job from a job description and then to compare 
the employee's performance with each element of the job . 
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The five methods discussed here are: Ranking Method , 
Linear or Graphi c Rating Scales , Critical Incident , Forced 
Choice and Forced Distribution. 
3 . 1 Ranking Method . With this method, the rater 
places all employees to be rated by him in order from best 
to poorest . If it is desired to rank the men separately on 
several different traits - for example, quantity , quality, 
initiative , etc ., the process of ranking must be repeated as 
many times as there are traits or characteristics to be 
rated . The process of ranking is the comparison of the per-
formance of one worker with all of the other workers in a 
given department . This comparison results in placing the 
best worker at the top of the scale and placing each suc-
ceeding worker in order of value until the poorest member of 
the group is reached . If several rankings are made for dif-
ferent characteristics a worker may have several different 
ranks and it may be desirable to average them together to ob-
tain a single composite figure or ranking . 
in application and is easy to understand . 
Ranking is simple 
IJ.1his method has 
the added technical advantage of spreading the ratings over 
the entire scale and offsets the general leniency of raters . 
The maj or objection to the method is that if a rater has a 
great many workers to rate, the process becomes unwieldy. 
Examples of rarucing methods are: Individual Rank Order, Al-
ternation Ranking and Group Order Ranking . 
3 . 2 Linear or Graphic Rating Scales . Rating 
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methods that provide some kind of a scale for measuring ab-
solute amounts may be classified into scales of discrete 
categories and graphic or continuous scales . In the scales 
of discrete categories , two or more categories are provided, 
representing different amounts of ability or degrees of the 
characteristic. The categories may be established in sev-
eral different ways utilizing a simple letter scale (e . g . 
A, B, C, D, E); an adjective scale (e . g . Superior, Excellent , 
Average , Satisfactory, Poor); or a series of descriptive 
phrases which show the value of the worker (e . g . under trait 
"Quantity of Work" you would find -
a) Exceptionally high output 
b) Consistently above average 
c) Average satisfactory work 
d) Inclined to be slow 
e) Insufficient output 
The person doi~~ the rating checks the category that he 
feels best describes the person being rated . 
The graphic rating scale is the most common 
rating procedure used in industry today . In graphic rating 
scales, similar categories or numerical scales are provided , 
but the rater, instead of having to check one or another of 
the categ_ories, is provided with an uninterrupted line placed 
just above or below the category notations or numerical scale 
on which he indicates his rating by means of a check mark or 
perpendicular line . The mark need not correspond exactly 
with any of the m.unerical points or category notations but 
may be placed at any point along its length . On some rating 
scales only the extremes and midpoint are indicated by means 
of category descriptions or numerical designation . 
3. 3 Critical Incident . One of the more recently 
developed systems i s one consisting of the recording of 
critical incidents and the ratees behavior under these cir-
Clunstances . This method is the process of evaluating criti-
cal incidents involving the rated employee against numerous 
critical requirements for that worker ' s job . For example , 
a great deal of confusion existing in a machine shop over 
the assignment of work to various machinists would be crit-
ical incident ~ This incident would be evaluated against a 
critical job requirement for a machine shop foreman that he 
possess the ability to organize work and delegate authority . 
On the other hand if this foreman always operated an excep-
tionally orderly , smooth running department whether he was 
physically present or not would indicate just the reverse of 
the first incident and most certainly to his credit . The 
critical criteria should be determined through observation 
of behavior for employees on the job . In addition, certain 
traits , for example a specific aptitude , may be determined 
to be critical through empirical demonstration and statisti -
cal analysis . The observer must be thoroughly familiar with 
the yardsticks by which success on the job is judged. Report -
ing of incidents must be accurate , unbiased, and consistent 
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for all employees . Thus again we are viewing an employee's 
performance through the supervisor's judgement pertaining 
to observed incidents . 
3.4 Forced Choice . The forced choice rating meth-
ods are attempts to provide a rating procedure in which per-
sonal biases can not influence the ratings . This rating form 
appears as a series of groups of statements or items and the 
rater chooses from each group the statement which he believes 
best or least describes the ratee . The groups appear in pairs , 
triads or quadruplets depending upon the particular system 
employed and the rater is asked to choose the most and/or 
least descriptive statements . In all cases the rater is 
forced to choose between items that are equally desirable or 
equally undesirable . The statements can be arranged with all 
favorable remarks or all unfavorable statements or mixed 
groups . Each group of statements on the form contains items 
that research has proved to be significant in differentiating 
successful and unsuccessful performance and also contains 
some items that are neutral . The rater is forced to make a 
critical judgement on the statements in each group, unin-
fluenced by the effect that his choice will have on the final 
evaluation of his employee because knowledge of the scoring 
key is not available to the raters . However, the desirabil-
ity of certain statements is knO\m and vice versa but the 
rater does not know the final ratings of all of his employees. 
This uncertainty has been referred to in some plants where 
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merit rating is used as a guide to advancement as "promotion 
by ouija board . " 
3.5 Forced Distribution - The ultimate purpose of 
this method is to eliminate the central tendency of raters . 
That is the practice of placing a majority of persons rated 
in the "Average 11 or middle classification and not using the 
extreme ends of the scale . This procedure is another means 
employed to force difficult decisions . It requires raters 
to distribute their ratings over a normal frequency distri -
bution curve placing 10% in the lowest category, 20% in the 
next , q.O% in the middle , 20% in the next to the highest and 
10% in the top group . This procedure can be applied to in-
dividual traits or overall ratings . However , where a merit 
rating plan is utilized to eliminate substandard workers a 
variation from a normal distribution·curve will result due 
to the elimination of the unsatisfactory worker from the 
curve . 
3 . 6 Other Variations . The method of rating can be 
varied in other ways . The man can be evaluated by his im-
mediate superior , his peers , or subordinates in the case of 
supervisory employees . The most common system used is the 
evaluation by the immediate supervisor and review of this 
rating by one or two of the next higher level of management . 
The evaluation can be made singly, by several 
vertical level supervisors or in a group meeting of superiors 
who have knowledge of the ratee ' s performance . As an aid 
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towards increasing the validity of ratings all reports 
should be reviewed by the next level of management or a 
staff member to insure conformance with standards , policies 
and procedures . The policy of the individual company will 
be the determining factor . 
4. Traits and Obiective Criteria 
The next area of investigation is the traits to be 
rated and the more recent demand for use of only objective 
standards in evaluating employees . A trait may be regarded 
as a category for the orderly description of the behavior of 
individuals . The concept of trait is concerned with the or-
ganization and interrelationships of behavior . 8 Traits are 
identified by observing or measuring varied behavior mani-
fe s tations of the individual . As a rule , traits also refer 
to relatively enduring characteristics which thus have some 
predictive value . Moreover they usually cover those char-
acteristics in which individuals differ appreciably from one 
another . 
Care should be exercised in the selection of traits 
which will most nearly apply to each of the groups to be 
rated . Professor Jucius of Ohio State University sets forth 
the following rules , which should result in excellent selec -
tion of traits . 
1 . Select traits that are specific rather than 
general , i . e . honesty is more definite than 
character . 
2 . Select traits that can be defined in terms un-
derstandable in the same way by all raters . 
3. Select traits that are common to as many 
people as possible . 
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4. Select traits that raters can observe or be 
taught to observe in the day-to-day perfor-
mance of employees . 9 
Some authorities believe that only objective stan-
dards should be included in the rating form. This practice 
is one which recommends the use of facts and no "judgements 
or opinions . " These facts will be the quantity and quality 
of the individual workers output , his attendance and tardf -
ness record , his scrap records and whatever other concrete , 
quantifying information is available . This approach has 
certain validity in the case of production workers where 
standards are established and production records are kept . 
However a study of industry practices by the Amer-
lean M.anagement Association on written performance standards 
for supervisors indicated that only 6 percent of the total 
responses (253) had written performance standards . It would 
be difficult to use an objec tive method of evaluation with-
out some type of formal written standard known both to the 
supervisor and middle management \his rater) . Thus the ver-
tical application of this method will fall short of its goal 
until standards are established for all levels of workers . 
Even in strictly production jobs , there are many elements 
involved in job performance which inherently are not suscep-
tible to objective quantitative measurement . These are 
human qualities which because of their nature defy 
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objective measures . A few such human qualities which have 
been found significant in appraising employee behavior on 
the job are initiative, cooperation, persistence , and self 
control . Objective traits can be measured on the basis of 
available records but the human traits just mentioned and 
many others of a similar nature must be left to observation, 
judgement and opinion. However , even if these traits can 
not be mea sured, these qualities can be compared . A quanti -
tative comparison is entirely feasible although a definite 
measurement would be impossible . Ho·wever , the success of a 
system of evaluating a worker without any consideration of 
personality traits seems improbable as Norman R. F . Maier 
has said: 
Although the counting method is the best measure of 
a man 's production; it does not completely reflect 
his value to the company . A man ' s personality may 
influence the production of his fellow men; his 
carelessness may give rise to accidents; his tardi -
ness may delay the work of a \'.rhole group of men or 
his inventiveness may result in the development of 
improved methods of production. Because factors 
other than production are important , one must dis -
tinguish between a man ' s productive ability on his 
job and his merit or value to the company . -------
In selecting and promoting men, merit is perhaps 
more important than productive ability , nevertheless , 
it is desireable to distinguish between them when-
ever separate measurements can be made . lo 
Thus the use of objective standards will result in 
a production efficiency index for those workers whose output 
can be measured . This type of standards will not provide in-
formation pertaining to their personal characteristics which 
determine development potential and promotability. Objective 
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standards can be used but tl1eir scope is limited and an at-
tempted universal application would not be feasible . 
5. Discussion of Rating 
Ratings may or may not be discussed with workers . 
Most authors feel very strongly that ratings should be 
talked over with employees to gain the maximum use of merit 
ratings . In actual practice most companies do not discuss 
their ratings11 and rightly so for their raters are not 
adequately trained to perform this complex function . 
There is a feeling that interviews with employees 
may lead to hostility and controversies . It is also con-
tended that such interviews require a grea t deal of skill , 
tact , and sympathetic understanding and that all supervisors 
are not capable of conducting such interviews successfully . 
Granting this to be true only serves to emphasize the need 
for an adequate rater training program. Given such training , 
then conducting rater interviews , may be a good test of the 
competence of a supervisor . 
Supervisors themselves not only are of the opinion 
that they can not give the time required for an interview but 
do not wish to explain or justify their ratings to employees . 
Analysis of the fundamental objectives of each 
rating program may well disclose that they can not be at-
tained without employee discussion and cooperation . The 
second most popular objective of merit rating is employee 
development . 12 The achievement of this purpose demands a 
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discussion of standards and expectations of the rater with 
his subordinates . The necessity for an interview places an 
added burden on the supervisor in that he must be able to 
substantiate his ratings to the employee who may legitimate-
ly disagree with him . This may require the establishment of 
a rating grievance procedure which in turn might be useful 
as an indicator of raters needing additional training . 
Whatever the purpose and objectives of rating are 
there should be no secrecy attached to any rating program. 
The department heads and personnel director should make it 
knovvn that they would wel come the opportunity to talk over 
ratings with the employees . 
The thinking of some progressive managements is 
epitomized in the following stat ement : "When an employee has 
been selected, hired , placed, inducted and trained for a 
particular job , he is entitled to know from time to time how 
he is measuring up to expected standards of job performance . 1113 
6. Environmental Effects 
The effectiveness of merit rating is dependent upon 
the s kill with which the rating procedure is used, as well as 
the theoretical or technical excellence of the method itself . 
As a result, the best merit rating system is the o~ which is 
not only technically sound but also useful in keeping raters 
more effective in making their ratings . These considerations 
have important implications to the personnel specialist who 
is given the responsibility of planning the merit rating 
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program and for designing the rating form. For it is ob-
vious that the most excellently designed merit rating form 
will not automatically yield accurate ratings . 
To the line supervisor, these considerations 
mean that the success of the merit rating program depends 
to a considerable extent upon his skill and effectiveness 
in rating . To develop this skill in the raters, the per-
sonnel specialist must also initiate · a training program 
for the users of .his system. The merit rating system which 
has a training program for raters will yield more valid rat-
ings . But any procedure based on such a fallible foundation 
as human judgement can never be a really foolproof, single 
answer rating system. However , it is essential that some 
form of standards be established against which performance 
and ability may be appraised and measured . Some means must 
be established of ascertaining that the standards are uni-
formly and consistently applied . The problem of attaining 
and maintaining such consistency is a difficult one , neces-
sitating considerable instructing and training of raters . 
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Chapter II 
Accuracy of Merit Rating 
In the study of the training of merit raters the 
objective cited is an increase in the accuracy of the ratings . 
This section will provide a careful analysis of accuracy , the 
factors influencing it and the methods for determining both 
validity and reliability of merit ratings . In a realistic 
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appraisal of these methods and their value the resultant con-
elus ion is that we must settle for something less than stat -
i s tical accuracy and that quality is described as logical 
validity . 
According to Ralph s. Driver "approximately 90 per-
cent of the errors in rating were mistakes of the raters and 
that only 10 percent were attributable to the rating form. "l4 
Thi s emphasizes again the fallible nature of the rater in 
making judgements about the behavior of his subordinates . 
Unless the accuracy of ratings is analyzed they will be use-
less to the rater and the company and totally unacceptable 
to the ratee as a fallacious picture of his efforts . 
The two measures of accuracy in merit rating are 
reliability and validity . 
1 . Definition of Reliability 
The reliability of ratings is the internal consis-
tency with which the ratings are made either by different 
raters or by one rater at different times . It is easily un-
derstood that ratings must have this quality in order to 
adequately achieve their ultimate goals or purposes . For 
example , if on one occasion the rating for an individual 
is high and on another occasion it is low - when the indi -
vidual himself has not changed , any given rating could not 
be accepted with confidence . The implication of this exam-
ple is that the more unreliable the rating s are, the greater 
must be the differences in ratings before we are justified 
in assuming that the differences in ratings reflect true dif-
ferences in merit . 
Coefficients of Correlation are used in numerous 
experimental situations when two variable quantities are so 
related that they vary or tend to vary with each other . The 
common problem is to reduce to a simple and meaningful state-
ment the facts that have been discovered concerning such a 
functional relationship . An example of this is the relation-
ship between merit rating and psychological tests . If they 
vary directly with test scores - with no exceptions and 
throughout their entire range - a perfect positive correlation 
of ~ 1 . 00 is evidenced . If the process works in exactly the 
opposite manner so that the higher the test score the lm·1er 
the rating, then a perfect negative correlation of - 1 . 00 is 
indicated . Coefficients of correlation vary with the method 
or system of merit rating employed and the degree of training 
of the raters . For example , with a ranking procedure ratings 
with reliabilities as high as ~ .85 to f . 95 have been ob -
tained . 15 However , these are considered to be higher 
correlations than are usually found . 
2 . Factors Affecting Reliability 
Some of these factors are: 
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1 . ) Tendency of the employees to change during the 
time that has elapsed between ratings . The merit rating sys-
tem may be sufficiently well designed and administrated that 
it will accomplish it's natural objective -the measurement 
of on-the- job behavior . Individual employees have a dynamic 
nature so that a variance in performance from day to day can 
sometimes be observed and a modification of job behavior in 
a rating period is a distinct possibility . Thus the rating 
system reliability can not be evaluated too rigidly due to 
this dynamic nature of the subject . 
2 . ) The change in attitude or method of the rater 
is ·closely related to the first factor . The rater is sub-
ject to changeability similar to that of the worker . His 
viewpoint of performance against the established standards 
is inclined to drift . Retraining is the only corrective de -
vice available to management and the effectiveness of this 
means varies with the motivation of the rater to have his 
frame of reference altered. The magnitude of the problem of 
reliability is sho\vn in considering the degree of variance 
possible in the attitude of the rater coupled with the 
potential change in performance of the worker . 
3 . ) Another possible variable would be increases 
in the raters knowledge of the workers behavior and its 
causes . Many tLmes with either a new rating plan or a new 
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employee the rater does 'not possess a full knowledge of an 
individual ' s performance . The awareness of this rater insuf-
ficiency normally arrives quite by surprise at some later 
date and causes a change in the next rating report . This 
factor also affects validity . 
4. ) In some instances the rater makes either men-
tal or written notes and does not wish to appear unreliable 
or vacillating in the rating of his subordinates . This is 
referred to as the influence of previous ratings on subse-
quent reports . In an adequate training program the raters 
would be warned about using past ratings as a guide to rating 
the most recent performance of a subordinate . This is a form 
of halo effect existing as intercorrelation over time of 
several ratings . (Halo effect is explained in detail on 
Page 33 . ) 
3 . Definition of Validity 
The Validity of a rating plan is the degree to 
which the plan succeeds in measuring , diagnosing or predic-
ting that area of human behavior which it sets out to mea-
sure . Thus if a rating plan purports to measure among 
other things "initiative" , it is valid if the trait is ac-
curately evaluated . Measuring the validity of ratings is 
difficult because criterion measures or performance stan-
dards ro~e seldom available against which to compare ratings . 
When an employee is rated on 11 cooperation 11 or 11 initiative 11 
it is usually a safe assumption that a better method of 
estimation is not available . 
4. Factors Influencing Validity 
Below are some of the factors which influ-
ence the validity of merit rating . 
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1 . The purpose of the ratings will have ~~ effect 
on both the rater and the worker . With the rater unless 
the exact purpose and uses are explained during his initi-
ation into the program he may use the rating system to 
motivate his subordinates to greater performance or to 
justify the promotion of a personal friend . With the wor-
ker the rating system may be used along with a temporarily 
outstanding job perfo~nance to secure a wage increase . 
If ratings are used for such purposes then they become in-
adequate estimates of the worker 1 s ability or effective-
ness . 
2 . The personal characteristics of the raters 
will influence the validity of our ratings. The ability 
to rate will vary as other individual differences with 
different supervisors even though the amount and quality 
of training was the same . Little is known about the char-
acteristics of the good rater as compared with those of 
the poor rater . It may be possible through retraining, 
additional practice, and controlled experience to narrow 
the gap between the two but it cannot be bridged entirely. 
Allowance must be made for this fact in interpreting and 
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using ratings . 
3. Another factor affecting the validity of our 
ratings is the complex nature of the behavior being rated . 
The validity will vary in direct proportion to the complex-
ity of the trait being evaluated . For example, it may be 
desirable to have a rating on a given turret lathe opera-
tor for the quality of his production. ~~is information 
may be available for the entire rating period from the com-
pany production records and be very accurate . However , when 
the rater reaches the trait on the form pertaining to the 
promotional possibilities of this lathe operator, the mea-
surement of leadership abilities does not lend itself to 
the same degree of accuracy . Here is an intangible kind 
of behavior , complex in nature , having few manifestations 
which can be clearly recognized and noted on successive 
occasions . Thus more agreement is possible between a 
rater ' s estimate of a person ' s behavior in the simpler 
situation than in the more complex, intangible type of 
behavior situation . Validity of ratings then will be a 
function of the degree of complexity of the behavior being 
assessed . 
4. The firmness of the behavioral criteria 
will also be a contributing factor to our accuracy . When 
complex behavior is to be evaluated, valid ratings can 
not be expected if the rater does not understand what he 
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is to assess and the varying degrees possible within the 
particular trait . The less well defined the behavior the 
more opportunity there will be for error since different 
raters will interpret the meaning of the behavior differ-
ently . The behavior to be assessed should be carefully 
defined with all its aspects specifically described . 
Usually when complex behavior is to be rated, the 
evaluator is dependent upon calling up from memory instances 
of the workers behavior that he has observed in the past . 
The judgement of the rater about the individual being rated 
in terms of how the behavior of the latter is perceived, 
interpreted, and remembered by the former . The reaction of 
the rater is a purely personal experience and is likely to 
be different in different raters . If a rater has a dis -
torted notion of the trait or characteristics being eval-
uated , the situations he will recall to mind will not con-
tain the exact behavior wanted . Ratings under these cir-
cumstances could hardly be called accurate . 
Special instructions are essential and must be 
given the raters concerning the nature of the characteristic 
to be rated . This requires more than a general description 
of these traits . Definitive exa~ples and more specific 
meanings must be discussed in order to obtain a uniform un-
derstanding of the qualities being evaluated . Use of this 
method will aid in the attainment of more accurate ratings 
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by focusing the attention of all raters on the same areas of 
behavior for all individuals being rated . 
5. The raters knowledge of the behavior of the 
worker being rated will definitely affect the quality of 
the ratings . The more familiar the rater is with the 
rater ' s behavior and characteristics , whether through great -
er opportunity for observation or through longer time of ob-
servation the more accurate will be the ratings . Just whs.t 
constitutes adequate familiarity of individual performance 
will vary with the complexity of the task assigned . For 
some simple tasks one or two months of observation would be 
a sufficient length of time; for others (more complex in 
nature) it might possibly exceed a year . 
The intensity of observation will vary the raters 
knowledge of his subordinates performance and traits . In 
many cases the supervisor has operational duties of his own 
and only incidentally performs personnel and evaluation 
duties . An extended period in which to make observations is 
of little value unless the rater is rating-conscious and con-
stantly translate s his observations into meaningful judgements 
of record . Consistency and accuracy are endangered when 
annual ratings are based on retrospection only . 
6. The time available to the rater for the actual 
rating process will be another validity factor . The rater 
who makes hurried , perfunctory ratings without sufficient 
reflection on the individuating characteristics and perfor-
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mance level of a given subordinate will seriously influence 
the accuracy of that rating . The rater must have at least 
a half an hour of free time available for each person to be 
rated . This time should be utilized to collect, systematize 
and analyze all the impressions , opinions and facts he has 
pertaining t o each ratee . 
Another time element that affects rating validity 
is one of administrative inadequancy wherein organizations 
do not allow sufficient lead time for raters to perform this 
function . 'Three to four weeks advance notice of "due dates" 
for rating reports should be given . Operational supervisors 
who are not rating conscious would then at least subcon-
sciously develop an awareness of subordinates performance . 
7. Another factor which influences accuracy is the 
number of persons rated by a single rater . The burdensome 
nature of a large number of persons to be evaluated by a sin-
gle rater must be recognized . Even with sufficient time and 
capacity to know the performance of these individuals the 
interest and motivation of the rater lessens with constant 
evaluation of esthetic traits. As to the number of indivi -
duals any one rater can evaluate there is general agreement 
that six to fourteen should be the normal limits , although 
allowance must be made for th e particular type of rating 
plan used . 
8 . Several types of errors stem from the bias of 
the rater . Even with an understanding of the traits to be 
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evaluated and a knowledge of the workers behavior to be 
rated, valid ratings will not be obtained if the judge-
ments are influenced by personal bias . Here the inac -
curacy is introduce d into the ratings because of personal 
ideas or experiences of the rater which prevent him from 
making accurate judgements . The reasons for this bias 
range from personal friendships to an uneasiness regard-
ing possible personal competition from certain employees 
who may be promoted to supervisory jobs if their ratings 
are high. Another cause of bias is the anticipated dif-
ficulty of transferring a low rated person to another 
department . 
The group to which the worker belongs may be 
another source of bias . This is based on the theory that 
engineers and maintenance men are not being rated against 
the standards of expected performance but upon the intrin-
sic worth of their duties . The overall department average 
of ratings sometimes varies according to the social value 
of services of that departmental group . All W$intenance 
men are not inferior in the performance of their duties in 
comparison with the performance of the engineers in research 
and development department . The social prestige of the work 
done should not influence the rating of any individual or 
group of workers . 
Length of service or age of the worker is another 
variable that can influence the ratings of employees in 
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either of these categories . Rothel6 points out that with 
respect to length of service , Tiffin found short-time em-
ployees received the highest ratings but Lawshe got just the 
opposite results . Rothe ' s o~n study on this point found no 
fixed relationship between length of service and ratings. 
However , the rating results in each company should be ana-
lyzed to determine the presence of this type of bias in 
their rating system. 
9. 11 Halo Effect" ·which is another source of error 
is the intercorrelation of qualities rated . The term is ap-
plied to the tendency to generalize in rating , that is the 
carry over of a rating from one trait to other traits . Thus 
an employee who has a pleasant personality and good appear-
ance is apt to obtain a better rating on some of the other 
traits than he or she deserves . The antithesis of this is 
also true in relation to poor personality traits or appear-
ance . Raters , unless carefully trained, have difficulty in 
avoiding this tendency . Halo Effect actually is bias on an 
inter-trait basis and exists vJi thout the lmowledge or aware-
nes s of the rater . 
10 . Constant Error will be the last area examined 
which affects the accuracy of our ratings . This constant 
error is made up of two parts, the first being the error of 
central tendency and the other the leniency error . The error 
of central tendency is one wherein the rater tends to avoid 
rating anyone either very high or very low and whose ratings 
for all traits tend to cluster closely around the average or 
central points on the scale . This error can be minimized by 
showin => raters the cause and the ease with which analysis 
will point out its presence . 
The error of leniency is manifested by a situation 
in which the rater tends to assign high ratings to ~veryone 
and does not use the low or low to average portion of the 
rating scale . The antithesis of leniency is sometimes called 
the error of harshness and is manifested by consistently low 
ratings . The anal. sis necessary to reveal this is a simple 
chart or profile indicating the grades or scores of all in-
dividuals rated by a single rater . 
5. Methods of Determining Reliabilit;y: 
1 . The most widely used method of computing the 
consistency of the rating ~ method is to compare the ratings 
completed at one time with those conpleted at the end of a 
stated interval . This problem is of course complicated by 
any changes in the individual who is rated, but if the inter-
val is sufficiently short (three months to one year) these 
changes are assumed to be insignificant . However , variance 
of individual performance even in the short run will serve 
to reduce the consistency of the rating . 
2 . The next method of determining the reliability 
of ratings is the amount of agreement existing between the 
ratines of a number of independent raters . The problem in-
herent in this method is the divergence of opinion as to 
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whether agreement between a number of independent raters 
indicates validity or reliability and has served to cause 
much confusion. Some psychologists feel that if three or 
more raters all agree as to a particular quality, this in-
dicates that they are all rating the same trait in the per-
formance they are observing and therefore this method is a 
measure of validity . The majority of investigators in this 
field have argued that agreement between raters does not 
necessarily mean that they are all drawing the correct con-
clusions . The possibility exists that they might agree on 
some erroneous answer . This method is not a measure of the 
correctness or validity of ratings but rather of their con-
sistency or reliability . However , when individual raters 
do agree , it is felt that the ratings are of greater value . 
In many,industrial organiza~ions , it is impossible 
to attain such agreement . In many cases raters in the same 
department have varying degrees of contact with the employees , 
and see them perform under widely different circumstances . 
Thus a comparison of such ratings often will not produce 
agreement , and the indicated divergence of opinion may be of 
great value to those interpreting the ratings. 
6. Methods of Determining Validity 
1 . The first method of determining the validity of 
a rating system would be a comparison with some direct mea-
sure of performance . In this method the coefficient of 
correlation is utilized to determine the extent of direct 
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papallelism between the ratings and the direct measure of 
performance whether that is a series of production records 
or an efficiency index compiled from production records , 
absentee and tardiness frequency , and scrap records . This 
is undoubtedly the best measure of validity to be found but 
rarely exists outside of a laboratory situation. In indus-
try if such a measure can be found or devised the tendency 
is towards full utilization of it and deletion of the rating 
system. This tendency despi t e its objectivity does not rate 
the whole man, only the phas es of input into the efficiency 
index . 
In some industrial situations workers are rated on 
8 or 9 traits , one of them being included only because an 
objective measure or criteria exists and the rating and re -
cord can be compared . Thi s practice should be cited as de -
termining the validity for only that trait . Wl1ether that 
trait has a high positive correlation or a high negative 
correlation does rtdt necessarily indicate that the ratings 
of the other traits have been made with equal validity . 
It is obvious that certain traits are easier to rate than 
others , i . e . productivity versus cooperation or loyalty , 
etc . However , while this method of determining validity is 
the clearest and most definite , it also is the least prac -
tical in most industrial situations due to the duplicity of 
ratings . 
2 . The next method of establishing validity 
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would be the comparison of the rating results wi th the 
scores of psychological tests which intend to measure the 
same traits or abilities . 1~e ratings of employees would 
be arranged from highest to lowest and then the psycholog-
ical test results would be similarly arranged for the same 
individuals and the coefficient of correlation determined 
for them. Again the criterion measure must be scrutinized 
to determine the availability and internal accuracy of this 
standard. 
In most industrial situations the lower categories 
of workers - even some first line foremen - are given tests 
not to predict the exact performance or relative position 
of each individual , but rather to select those individuals 
who are most likely to reach or exceed a certain minimum 
standard of achievement . The tests serve as a screening 
device and "cut-off 11 scores are of more interest than valid-
ity coefficients . Another problem in this area is the lack 
of tests which are measures of the distinct traits which 
rating purpor.tsto measure . It is also reasonable to sup-
pose that an individual ' s attitudes, dominance, self-confi-
dence and the like may vary appreciably even over short in-
tervals thus seriously affecting the results of such a test . 
The personality tests vre do have in use today are character-
ized by either low validity and reliabilityl7 or very limit-
ed research data. So we must be particularly careful in any 
attempt to validate ratings by the use of psychological 
tests . Many tests have been validated by comparing them 
with the Merit Ratings of the worker and any correlation 
under these circumstances should be considered ambiguous . 
3 . A newer method exists for validation of rating 
plans vvhich employs the use of a work- sample . as a criterion. 
A vmrk-sample is a short period of performance under control-
led conditions , the result of which can be measured . This 
measured unit of performance must be consistent with the 
general performance level of the individual and not a better 
quality due to the controlled or test conditions . Once this 
consistency is established then the correlation between the 
ratings and this measure can be determined . Again minute 
examination must be given to the conditions and content of 
the work-sample to insure the validity of our criterion. 
Also many vmrk- samples should be taken to insure the reli-
ability of the standard and fairness to the worker . This 
method is feasible for jobs wherein a work-samnle can be 
taken, but how do you establish validity for the non- produc-
tive workers whose performance must be rated . 
4. The most controversial method is the analysis 
of the distribution of results which does not require the use 
of an outside measure of the employee but simply a graphic 
presentation of their ratings compared with a so-called 
11normal curve" . The "normal curve" is the bell shaped or 
normal probability curve which has a bilaterial symmetry in-
dicating the number of average ratings to be the largest 
and the number of above and below average ratings to be 
equal but a lesser number in proportion to the distance 
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from the maximum ordinate or highest point of the curve . 
R&ti ~~$ Figure I - Normal Curve 
This distribution cu~ve is the one most commonly found in 
the measurement of individual differences . The users of 
this method for validation of rating plans argue that since 
this is true of other methods of measuring an individual ' s 
ability it should apply to rating procedures . Thus the test 
of validity of a rating program is the conformance of the 
graphic distribution method of rating produces the closest 
conformity to this curve but other methods more often obtain 
a skewed curve toward the ·high end of the rating scale with 
a narrower range between lowest and highest rating. (See 
Figure 2) 
The justification of a skewed curve rests in the use of a 
rating procedure to eliminate sub-standard workers as well 
as better selection procedure s and more efficient methods 
of training at all levels of o~eration . However , there is 
no way of being certain exactly what type of curve should be 
expected. Most investigators of this area agree that a nor-
mal curve is desirable but also admit that they are satis-
fied with wide discrepancies . However , the shadow of uncer-
tainty should not be tolerated in selecting a criterion 
measure for validity determinat~on . 
5. The next method is closely related to the dis-
tribution of results theory just discussed . It is the use 
of the presence or absence of 11 halo effect" as a measure of 
validity . In a previous section of this chapter 11halo ef-
fectn was explained as the intercorrelation between the 
qualities of individual pe~for.mance being rated . 
Investigators , because of the absence of this 11halo 
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effect" , have claimed that their ratings are valid . They be-
lieve that because in their results there is a wide differ-
ence between the rating s which an employee receives on one 
trait and those which he receives on others , the ratings are 
likely to be accurate picture s of the individual . This 
me thod appears to have much in its favor because ratings 
which do not indicate some dispersion of abilities for each 
ratee are of questionable value . Upon closer inspection 
some minor difficulties arise: {1) the unit of measurement 
must be the same for all traits, (2) all raters must part-
icipate in a uniform training program, (3) uniform criteria 
for judging traits is a necessity and (4) a sufficient 
number of traits must be rated to determine accurately the 
presence or absence of halo effect . (This would require 12 
traits as a minimum. It is generally considered impractical 
in industrial organizations to rate that quantity of traits . 
' The average number of traits rated is 5 or 6. ) - 1~us the hy-
pothesis is that considering one trait at a time for a great 
number of people or a great many traits of one person, the 
same type of distribution of results should appear . However 
this analysis of ratings will show the presence or absence 
of 11halo effect 11 but such a negation can not provide positive 
conclusive evidence of validity . The absence of certitude 
with regard to the form of distribution curve carries over 
into this method and the only conclusion from such an analy-
sis is that in the absence of 11halo effect 11 most authorities 
assume the presence of greater validity . 
6. With the exception of the first method of deter-
mining validity, that of using a direct measure of performan-
ce , the follow up procedure seems to be the most helpful at 
this time . This method requires that ratings are obtained 
for each individual and then later that these ratings be com-
pared with the progress of the individual ~n the organization . 
However , if the ratings were used to influence the advance-
ment of workers such a comparison vmuld b e worthless . In 
many instances , it is possible to compare a rater 1 s opinion 
with the ultimate success or failure and thus obtain some 
indication of the value of the ratings . The shortcomings 
of this method are that insufficient allowance is made for 
the changes occurring in the performance of the individual . 
Further , a waiting period of about one year is necessary 
before any conclusions can be drawn. However, when these 
conditions are n1et this procedure provides a more objective 
approach than many other attempts at validating ratings . 
7. Among the other miscellaneous methods used to 
test the validity of Merit Ratings is the comparison of a 
group of individuals considered outstanding in the company 
with the ratings of a group of inferior individuals . This 
comparison to be made by a person considered to be well in-
formed on the perform~~ce of the two groups being considered . 
The main problem with this method is the inherent difficulty 
in obtaining such a per ceptive all knowing judge . Also the 
establishment of a human judgement as a validation device 
for many human judgements would be considered unsound by 
most psychologists . 
This discussion of methods of testing the statis -
tical validity of ratings could not be complete without in-
dicating the possibility that several of these procedures 
can be utilized at the same time . The consideration of the 
results obtained from several methods may be more indicative 
than the result from only one method . However , it must be 
remembered that if none of the methods employed are conclu-
sive then the sum total will be less than conclusive . 
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One of the more important points in this dis -
cussion of the validity of merit rating is the content of 
the subject matter of our validation efforts . In this pro-
cess the rating form, the rater , and the ratee are being 
treated as a homogeneous unit . The whole unit of merit 
rating will have to be validated in each industrial situa-
tion . Thus it is relatively impossible to borrow a rating 
form validated by one company and utilize this form in a -
nother company as an accurate rating system. 
For this reason, it is also of little value to 
quote a large number of validity studies as each one should 
be evaluated as a composite unit and the accuracy of one 
situation would have no bearing upon any other application 
of merit rating . 
However , one study by the u. s . Air Force must 
be c ited bec aus e of its relation to the training of raters . 
In a laboratory experiment with 603 Air Force officers , 
rating a total of 2401 men (for whom a separate measure of 
competency had been developed as a control) , the Air Force 
found that : 
1 . Training results in small but consistent in-
creases in the validity of ratings; and 
2 . Training decreased the averages of the scores , 
which had been recognized as t oo high. 
In this experiment , the raters were divided into 
two groups . Each rated the officers assigned to 
him. One group was then given a two hour training 
session and each group rerated their men . It was 
agreed that the training should have been longer, 
with more practice and less lecture, and with 
better instructors . Nonetheless, even this small 
amount of training resulted in a more effective 
job of rating on the part of those trained . l8 
This experiment by the Air Force resulted in an 
increase in the validity of the ratings of the officers who 
had been trained. The results must be examined carefully 
as they indicate certain qualities inherent in successful 
training for raters . The duration of the training program 
must exceed two hours , a longer training session would most 
probably result in more accurate ratings with a more lasting 
effect on the rater . With additional time, more practical 
work could be included in the training because in a two hour 
program most of the time would be spent in raising the level 
of the rater ' s knowledge . The ability of the instructor is 
directly responsible for the effectiveness of the instruction . 
Better instructors would raise the interest level of the rat-
ers and a more beneficial result would be obtained. Most of 
these comments about the Air Force experiment are related to 
Chapter III but tpe most important result of the experiment 
was an increas e in the validity of the rating of those of-
ficers who had participated in the two hour training session . 
7. Logica,l Validity 
It is evident that the methods of determining 
validity listed in the preceding paragraphs are not intended 
to do more than provide a rough , and in some cases , very in-
direct approximation of the validity of a set of ratings . 
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The mere fact.that 1t has been found necessary to resort to 
such a variety of approximating techniques serves only to 
emphasize the·diffi9ulty of securing sound objective criteria . 
Alt~ough the question of measuring validity has 
been of concern t0 many of those interested in rating methods, 
these individuals have not refrained from developing and 
using rating plans because of the absence of a simple and 
clear- cut solution to the problem . Recognizing the inevit-
ability of some t ype of rating and desiring to control and 
systematize the process , those who set up rating plans com-
~only are satisfied with what for want of a better term may 
be called 11 logical validity" . This is in contrast to 
"statistical" validity . Logical validity means in essence , 
the plain reasonableness of the task, the common-sense sig-
nificance of the traits being evaluated and the ability of 
the raters to distinguish between superior, average, and 
below average performance of their immediate subordinates . 
Assuming that we can train the rater to avoid the known 
pitfalls in rating and establish for him firm criteria for 
judging performance coupled with a competent method of 
rating and a system of analysis of the resultant ratings 
to insure accuracy and control , then we can acknowledge the 
existence of a reasonable or logical validity for our 
ratings . 
In summation, emphasis must be placed on the fact 
that the acceptance of a rating as an accurate measure of 
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performance rests on the ability to prove it to be valid and 
reliable . The extreme diffiC1llty in accomplishing this does 
not preclude the use of ratings . Hovvever it does mean that 
great caution should be used in the interpretation of these 
ratings and the use of exact quantifications as precision 
determinants must be disallowed . Ratings can and should be 
used as a guide to executive action but they do not possess 
scientific exactness . 
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Chapter III 
Role of Training 
~ 
This chapter is divided into three parts to 
present a more cohesive treatment of the role of training . 
The first section will treat of the planning phase of the 
training program . The second part will be devoted to the 
supervision or conduct of the training and the tl1ird sec -
tion will examine the evaluation of ratings and the need 
for retraining . Tllis will include an examination of some 
of the fundamentals that affect merit rating and the train-
ing of the raters . The place , time , and instructor are 
discussed in the next portion as the means of . setting up 
such a schedule of training . The method of training is 
studied next with explanation of individual , group , and 
written instruction and the different procedures utilized 
within each of the methods . The last step in the planning 
stage of a rater training program will be the actu~l con-
tent of the training sessions and the salient points re -
quiring emphasis . 
1 . Fundamentals of Merit Rating 
The succ ess of a r ating plan depends less on the 
method , or rating form, than on three important fundamen-
tals . 19 One of these is that rating must be taken seriously 
by line management rather than be made the primary responsi -
bility of the Perso~~el Department . If top management wants 
it done and done right , the rating will probably qe taken 
more seriously than if it is considered merely another form 
to fill out for the personnel files . The influence of the 
line management can be shovm in several ways on the success 
of performance rating . One of the possible effects is for 
the line manager to review the ratings, to refer to them so 
that is a supervisor makes an obviously erroneous rating he 
will be held responsible for making a serious mistake . 
The second fundamental of successful rating is 
that the rater know the performance which is being rated . 
All elements of the job being rated should be thoroughly 
understood by the rater . Supervisors often thiru{ that 
they know a man ' s worth, when actually their 11 l<...no·wledge 11 
is highly unreliable . 'lbe demonstration of the unreli-
ability is shown clearly in cases where a man has been 
performing the same job in the same way under two super-
visors . The disagreement betvmen the two supervisors con-
cerning the performance of the subordinate is often great . 
A third fundamental is training of raters . As 
Reign Bittner has said:2° 
In my opinion, lack of training of raters is 
the most common source of weakness in rating 
programs . I am not nearly so concerned about 
the type of rating form to use as I am about 
the training of raters in use of the form a -
dopted . The feeling is all too prevalent that 
the way to obtain better ratings is to get a 
better rating form . It is not surprising that 
this feeling is c~mnon , for it a tool doesn ' t 
work it is natural to look for a deficiency in 
the tool rather than for a fault in the user 
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of the tool . Never t heless , I believe that if 
all 1~aters were properly trained , almost any 
rating form would give reasonably good results , 
providing it was chosen in the first place to 
conform to the objectives of the rating pro-
gram. 
This statement emphasizes that systematic rater 
training should be initiated with the introduction of the 
merit rating procedure , not after bad rating habits have 
been formed or an unpleasant experience with a rating sys-
tem has caused resistance to build up against it . There is 
no method that by itself will assure accurate rating s . Un-
less raters have been thoroughly trained, ratings will not 
be accurate . In addition to initial training, it is also 
necessary to continue training and to check up on ratings 
if they are to be effective . However , in one survey of 
sixty-four companies using formal evaluation programs , re-
sults showed that thirty-two of them provided no training 
whatsoever for raters, while nineteen other firms supplied 
four hours or less . 21 
One phase of an effective training program might 
be to have ratings made in conference or under supervision . 
On occasion, ratings are thought to be extra paper work, 
not particularly important and only a nuisance . If time on 
the job is allotted to the rating procedure , it will assume 
more importance and will be done more carefully . By having 
a conference after their judgements have been independently 
made , supervisors can ask questions and can arrive at a 
more uniform understanding of the traits to be rated . 
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The paramount point to get across in training 
raters is the purpose of the ratings . As mentioned above , 
the purpose of rating is to have valid discriminating 
judgement regarding the occupational competence of wor-
kers . Fulfillment of this purpose means that the raters 
must be honest and not lenient or frivolous in making 
ratings . The raters should be impressed , not only immedi -
ately before they make a rating, but throughout the rating 
period, with the necessity of making careful observations . 
Raters must develop the ability to accmnulate the facts 
of each individual ' s behavior and not ~heir interpretation 
of the behavior concerned . V'fuen the rating report is being 
prepared then the facts can be ev~luated and interpreted in 
the light of the individual workers complete performance 
during the rating period. The rater should be on the alert 
to note and to record any evidence of outstanding accomplish-
ment whether at the superior or at the inferior end of the 
scale . The sources of error in rating cannot be completely 
overcome , but it is possible by carefuly and continuous train-
ing to rate so that the best employees are separated from 
the average and the latter separated from the poorest ones . 
2 . The Means of Training 
Training for the raters can be accomplished in 
several ways . The first would be the use of organic 
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conference rooms , company time , and an employee who has the 
training , experience and ability to successfully convey the 
information to the raters . The higher the management level 
of this instructor , the more importance attached to the 
course by the various levels of management in attendance 
and thus the more intent the participation. If the Person-
nel Department must perform the training function then a 
top executive should introduce , participate in, and close 
each training session . (He too , is a rater . ) 
In some industrial situations training facilities 
are not available and therefore the classes must be held 
outside the plant . Nearby school , colleges , or hotel conf-
erence rooms can be secured for this purpose . 
Inauguration of a merit rating system will find 
many companies without the knowledge or ability to formulate 
such a plan , much less instruct their raters . In this case 
it could well be feasible that a personnel consultant firm 
be employed to establish such a plan, train the raters and 
an administrator to carry on the rating procedure and the 
training function in the future . 
Specialized courses could be arranged by a company 
with local eductional institutions . The administration of 
the company program would include subsidization of the full 
cost of all courses for participating employees . 
3 . 'l1he Method of 'l'ra~nin_g 
Individuals responsible for the training of raters 
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generally agree that personal contact training methods are 
more successful than less direct procedures like the use of 
rating manual and instruction type of cover letters . This 
is because personal contact methods permit discussions of 
salient points, questions answered, etc . which lead to the 
elimination of misconceptions . However , methods of training 
involving personal contact are not always practical . Thus 
for some geographically diversified companies , individual or 
group discussions ~ith those who administer the rating pro-
gram are impractical . 
In various organizations the following methods or 
combination of methods have been used to instruct individuals 
in the principles of rating , although the selection of the 
method or methods to be used depends on the requirements of 
the particular rating plan and organization. 
3 . 1 Individual Instruction - Individual instruc-
tion is the method that requires each prospective rater to 
discuss with the rating instructor all phases of the proposed 
rating program. Sufficient time should be allowed to cover 
all phases of the subject and to permit the trainee to dis -
cus s any problems that may develop . The number of meetings 
necessary varies according to the raters intelligence , re -
ceptiveness , and knowledge of rating techniques and according 
to the nature of the material to be presented . 
Such a method has the advantage of eliminating many 
misconceptions and insuring a complete coverage of the subject 
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without reticence in presenting questions . This method has 
particular value when spec ial traits or a separate method of 
rating is utilized for specialized employees within a single 
company . (i.e . for example - The research and development 
engineers in a mainly production organization . ) Also this 
method is useful in retraining - raters who have fallen into 
inaccurate habits . Private instruction is less embarassing , 
more poignant due to its specialized application in varying 
circumstances . 
a . One form of individual instruction of raters 
would be to have the rating reports completed under the im-
mediate supervision of the rating instructor . This method 
requires that the instructor personally supervise the rater 
as he records the ratings on the forms . It has the advan-
tage of permitting the instructor:to exercise close control 
over each rater , and at the same time makes it possible for 
the rater to · dravr upon the instructor 1 s knowledge and 
ability . This should serve to assist in the standardization 
of the ratings throughout the whole company and to eliminate 
part of the rater ' s tendency to gues s . 
One of the disadvantages of this method would be 
the influence of the instructor 's presence upon the rater . 
It may affect the rater ' s judgement to the extent that the 
results are not a true picture of the rater ' s opinion . In 
such instances , the rater may repudiate the ratings at some 
later date or an undesirable finding will result from a 
reliability analysis of the rating system. 
b . Another form of individual instruction 
·would be a rater- instructor discussion after the ratings 
are completed and before the raters are trained . Reports 
obviously out of line are subsequently discussed with the 
rater responsible . This takes less time and is less ex-
pensive if a superior ' group of raters are used then it will 
be necessary to disc1.3-ss ratings with almost all raters . 
Another basis for criticism of this method is that a 
discussion at such a time tends to be based on specific 
instances about which the inst1~ctor usually has little 
first hand knowledge . As we have previously seen it is 
possible for the instructor to exert undue influence upon 
the resultant ratings . Critics of this plan feel that a 
general discussion in advance offers the maximum chance of 
preventing misunderstanding of the purpose and teclmique of 
rating . 
The general disadvantages of individual instruc-
tion are the time and the expense required to complete the 
training , especially if the number of raters is large . More-
over , in many instanc es the meetings tend to be "lecture 
sessions" rather than periods of free discussion and for 
this reason the instruction of small groups may be 
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preferable . 
3 . 2 Grou2 Instruc~iqg - This method places two 
or more trainees in direct personal contact with the instruc-
tor at frequent intervals . It is more practical than the 
first method since it reduces the time and expense of train-
ing and in some form it facilitates group discussion . 
a . The Lecture method is a quick way of giving 
facts to a large group of people . 22 It can help explain 
the 11how 1 s and why 1 sn , but probably will not impart skills . 
Attitudes can be changed via this method and the results 
determined by several me~ns . In giving lectures the use 
of training aids and audio - vi sua l materials is recomme~ded 
to hold the attention of the group . The chief advantage of 
this method is that a great deal of new material can be 
presented in a short time . It ' s chief disadvantage is the 
lack of participation by the trainees . 
b . The Conference method is one in which group 
members are asked to discuss and share a problem common to 
them and their experience . 23 Sharing experiences and pool-
ing suggested solutions through participation of all members 
creates interest and satisfaction. This is the chief advan-
tage of the conference method . The trainees draw upon their 
knowledge and experience in offering solutions . The confer-
ence method is basic to all of the participating methods 
wherein members contribute their ideas , solutions to cases , 
or critique of role - played si tuations . 
Conferences can be either guided or unguided . 
In a guided conference , the leader attempts to help the 
group reach a predetermined solution, without forcing 
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his opinion on the group . This requires much skill and 
experience . Unguided conferences are not preplanned in 
terms of solutions . The leaders role is to stimulate 
discussion, keep it on the track, and summarize the con-
sensus . The chief disadvantage of this method is the 
tendency for unguided or poorly guided conferences to 
become "bull sessions" . A good conference requires care-
ful preparation and planning . Among the techniques that 
can be used to improve conferences are outlines, practice 
conferences and evaluation sheets . 
c . Case Studies are used to describe and 
provide facts about an entire situation . 'I'hey seek to 
summarize experience and raise problems . Their purpose 
is to teach trainees how to handle similar situations when 
they arise . Case studies are often used to illustrate 
broad principles and hence are used for supervisory and 
executive training . 
A similar method called the "incident process" 
has been developed by Paul and Faith Pigors . It is in-
tended to provide effective training in practical problem 
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solving by providing the participants with only an incident . 
Next the group is required to dig up the essential facts 
surrounding the incident before examining the possible solu-
tions . It is said that this corresponds more closely with 
real-life situations and thus has more !I learning value'' for 
the participants . 
d . Hole-playing is a technique which emphasizes 
changing behavior by practice in doing . Conferences and 
similar methods emphasize participation and verbal expres -
sion while role - playing includes the more dramatic physical 
participation . Role-playing is not a good method of acquir-
ing technical information. It is best for human relations 
training in such areas as grievance handling , progress in-
terviews , etc . It is inexpensive and, if properly done , 
effective . Unions have used this method in training shop 
stewards while management is using it increasingly in 
supervisory training . 24 
The advantages of role - playing include the 
following: (1) it stimulates participation, identifica-
tion, and involvement; (2) it provides for a transfer of 
training and correction of wrong ways of doing things; 
(3) it places emphasis upon the diagnosis of problems and 
how others react to them; (4) it helps the trainee see 
himself in the other fellow ' s shoes; (5) it appears 
down to earth, is fun, and is practical to the trainee . 
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3 .3 Written Instruction 
a . Probably the best way to train raters 
where personal contact is not possible is to use a rating 
manual . Such manuals should contain a detailed description 
of the rating system includin the rating form, instructions 
in its use , reasons for having a rating system, the ultimate 
use of the ratings , who will be rated and by whom, the 
principles and company policies with regard to this rating 
system, and a practical discussion of individual differences . 
Interesting manuals are difficult to prepare especially in 
the area of individual differences which is a part of dif-
ferential psychology . However , the use of example defini -
tions would establish the general idea and sufficient know-
ledge so the proper type of observation of employee perfor-
mance could be made . The use of a rating manual as a sup-
plement to personal contact training of raters would allev-
iate the need for frequent retraining sessions and· provide 
valuable reference material for the rater . 
b . The instruction type of cover letter is 
sometimes used to introduce each rater to his responsibil-
ities in the rating program. Accompanied by the rating 
forms it serves to outline the purpose and requirements of 
the program. The main accomplishment of this letter by 
itself is the heralding of the inauguration of additional 
paperwork for the rater . Many companies send the letter 
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with rating forms out as the annual reporting date ap-
proaches and soon the letter loses its significance as an 
instructional tool and becomes merely a notice . The use 
of such a letter to raters in reality results in little 
or no training and rating programs introduced in this man-
ner are less likely to have lasting value and accuracy . 
A thoroughly effective rater training program 
probably would utilize more than one method of training 
and perhaps all of them. The lecture method would be used 
initially to raise the level of knowledge of the group with 
regard to the fundamentals and principles of their rating 
systems . Then the other methods of trainin0 trill be en-
ployed in Jreeping ri th the estimate of training require-
ments made in each independent situation . 
4. Content of Training PJ:O£ram 
The prerequisite subject matter for rater train-
ing program includes the following: 
1 . Clarification of the aims and purposes of 
the merit rating system as employed in the 
particular situation. 
The use of a subjective purpose by tho supervisor should be 
cited and discoura ed by showing the use of psychological 
tests and other indicators of performance (production rec -
ords, sales records, etc . ) t.o supplement the ratings as 
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criteria for promotion and wage adjustments . The value of 
the program to management and the advantages that will be 
derived are a result of the accurate reporting of ratings . 
Conversely the use of such a program has definite advan-
tages for the employee and these should be cited as making 
the rating plan beneficial to both parties . 
2 . Administrative policy of the merit rating 
system. 
The people who are to be rated should be 'indicated at this 
time . The raters must be selected from group leaders , 
foremen , and executive levels in compliance with a uniform 
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policy . 'l1he forms to be used explained in detail . Some 
emphasis could be placed on the analogy of a rating form 
to an audio recording . The quality and value of the rating 
varies with the ability of the rater at a particular rating 
session in much the s~me way that the quality and value of 
a record varies with the talent and performance of an 
artist at a particular recording session. Both have dyna-
mic qualities . Also the frequency of the ratings for per-
manent personnel and for new employee s should be explained . 
The time required to adequately evaluate and rate each 
employee should be discussed . A cursory rating has very 
little value . 
3 . Instruction in the completion of the form 
and the meaning of the characteristics or 
traits to be evaluated. 
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Definitions should be exact and precise including example 
descriptions which produce greater clarity with regard to 
the limits and content of behavior within each traits . 
4. Instruction in the interpretation of individual 
differences in the light of the scale or rating 
method used . 
This will include an explanation of the "normal curve" of 
distribution vrith emphasis upon the size of the sample . A 
rater with 10 subordinates may not have the required distri-
bution due to the size of the group , selection procedures , 
training and social norms of accepted performance . 
5. Co~on fault s that are found in rating systems . 
Not only the faults but the method of analysis which show 
their prese~ce should be discussed to impress the rater rnth 
his responsibility to remain objective in his evaluation of 
each trait . Some of the most c ommon faults are divided into 
four areas : 
a . Knowledgeable lack of accuracy by basing 
ratings upon supposition, guesswork, or emotional bias . 
b . Halo effect which is the rating of one trait 
influenced by the rating of one or more traits . 
c . Rating on the basis of a single dramatic in-
cident rather than a representative portion of the individual 
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behavior . 
d . Restricting the spread of ratings by the 
central tendency , error of leniency, or error of strictness , 
as explained in Chapter 2 . 
6. Supervised practice in rating and a discussion 
of them will aid in raising the validity of ac-
tual ratings . 
The use of a common subject as the ratee or the rating of 
trainees by one another will give them some experience in 
the use of this management tool . Similar to a tool or machine 
the first efforts will be clumsy and less than accurate but 
if the rater will render several rati ng reports the accuracy 
will improve as the rater ' s skill improves . All practice 
ratings for the group should be gathered and an analysis 
made for evidence of the above errors . The results of the 
analysis should be shown to the group thus making them acute-
ly aware of their proficiency in rating . 
7. How to use and interpret the ratings . 
In each company the management uses will vary but the ulti-
mate causes of the ratings should not be the function of rat-
ing itself . The relative accuracy of this quantification of 
employees should be explained . A fractional difference , or 
even a difference of several points , in the resultant rating 
will not indicate a substantial difference in the value of 
an employee to the company . This tool is designed to sepa-
rate superior, excellent and average workers , however , the 
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variables involved with human judgements preclude numerical 
exactness . 
8. The different methods of conducting progress 
interviews . 
The practice sessions of discussing the ratings with other 
trainees will be most beneficial to the raters when actual 
interviews are conducted . Caution must be exercised in 
progress interviews that the so-called 11 counseling11 in the 
area of personality deficiencies does not go beyond the in-
tent of the progress interview into the pr>ovince of the 
psychiatrist . 
9. Periodic refresher training . 
This program for all raters should be conducted prior to the 
annual reporting of ratings . Individual raters who have 
particular faults should be privately informed of their part-
icular error and the best method of avoiding repetition of 
this fault . The use of self- administer>ing forms which con-
tain instructions and defini tions are another aid to accur-
acy . Also many firms utilize a handbook type of instruction 
material for the raters which will give basically all of the 
information in the initial training progr>am. All of these 
methods will aid in refreshing the memory of the rater with 
regard to the more accurate reporting of a one or two hour 
refresher training session introduced by a top management 
official and attended by him. Other means will place the 
information at the raters disposal but the presence of top 
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management at a training session will increase the prestige 
of the rating program. This will motivate the rater to a 
~reater effort and thence to a higher degree of accuracy . 
1:Phe basic purpose for training merit raters , as we have seen 
in chapter two , is the attainment of a high degree of ac -
curacy in our ratings . The secondary purpose would be the 
administrative success of the merit rating system. 
1Thus the planning phase of the rater training pro-
gram gives way to the section devoted to the conduct of the 
training . All ten phases of this chapter must be planned 
including the control methods in the last portion of this 
chapter . However the next section deals with factors that 
will effect the successful conduct of training. 
This second portion of chapter 3 will be devoted 
to the conduct of the training. The first area to be 
scrutinized is the causes of failure of merit rating pro-
grams and the influence that training of raters can exert 
on these reasons for management disillusion. The advantages 
of merit rater training are clearly shown. A study of 
individual differences must be presented to the raters and 
the training supervisor must also be aware of the individual 
differences existing within his training group . The last 
topic in this section is the time allotted for the conduct 
of rater training in industry . 
5. Causes of rvieri t Rating Failure 
The reasons most frequently cited for the failure 
of merit rating systems have been:25 
1 . Merit rating systems fail because there is 
confusion of purposes . 
2 . Merit rating systems often fail because of 
confusion about what is to be measured . 
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3 . Merit rating systems many times fail because 
of inadequate training of raters . 
4. Merit rating systems fail because raters are 
not sold on their value. 
5. Merit rating systems often fail because of 
management ' s inadequate understanding of the 
operating problems entailed. 
6. Merit ratin systems frequently fail because 
their procedures do not help the rater achieve 
the basic purpose of the scheme . 
7. Merit rating procedures often fail because the 
raters have no part in their development . 
A brief analysis of these reasons will show their first four 
being covered as requirements of an adequate training pro-
gram. The next cause of failure (No . 5) would seem to in-
dicate that the training of raters did not start with top 
management or is the direct result of not having an adequate 
training program to inform management of the operating re -
quirements of the method . Thus an adequate training pro-
gram while unable to correct all of the reasons for merit 
rating failure can contribute a great deal towards the sue -
cess of such a system. The last two reasons for failure is 
the area of tec!L~ical excellence of the method . If a system 
is not valid and does not measure that which it was intended 
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to, then the system was poorly planned and devised by 
management . 
6. Advantages of Merit Rater Training_ 
Some of the advantages for training merit raters 
would be: 
1 . To improve the attitude of the individual 
rater toward rating . A rater nust be motivated to rate 
accurately and one method would be the discussion of the 
advantages of merit rating to both the rater and ratee . 
-
The advantages of a rating program to the rater 
would be to sharpen control over his own activities with 
a much clearer responsibility for results . By employing 
job descriptions and definitions of duties he acquires a 
different perspective about the performance and abilities 
of his subordinates . He is in a better position to help 
subordinates develop their latent abilities and also has 
an objective basis for discussing wage and salary increases 
and promotion potential . The acquired skill in trait eval-
uation and progress interviewing of the rating program are 
equally applicable to the recruitment and selection pro-
cedures of most companies wherein the supervisor or fore -
man interviews the applicants . Moreover the proficiency 
of the rater is a demonstration of an executive talent es-
pecially in the improvement of subordinate performance and 
development of potential for promotion. 
The advantages of a rating program to the ratee 
would be the satisfaction of knowing where he stands with 
management , the specific areas where he should improve per-
formance , a sense of participation which will provide an in-
centive for his individual efforts . 
2 . Another reason would be to increase the raters 
knowledge of the technique s of rating - i . e . the development 
of the ability to rate by the use of all the prerequisites 
of a training program. 
3 . To train the raters to appreciate the indiv,idual 
differences which exist to a certain degree in every group . 
7. A Stu~~f Individual Differences 
The human relations aspects of the work situation 
are closely tied to the individual differences of workers . 
Thus far references to the training of raters in the differ-
ences between individuals has been of a general nature and 
any training in this area should bear upon specific rules 
and information about the psychological makeup of our work 
force . 
Most tests and research done in the area of merit 
rating will divulge recommendations to train raters in recog-
nition of individual differences . Beyond the "normal curve" 
of distribution very little of the broad area of differen-
tial psychology is mentioned . Therefore , in order to facil -
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itate the training of raters in this area the next portion 
of this chapter will be devoted to the reasons for indivi-
dual differences and some basic principles about the human 
behavior of the worker . 
Psychology, which is the study of the individual 
and his reactions , teaches us that no two persons are alike . 
Individuals are unlike becaus e their whole life histories 
have been different . They differ in terms of {1) physi-
cal and mental heritage pass ed on from their ancestors , 
{2) home experience both as children and as adults , (3) 
school experience as to place , kind ~nd extent of formal 
schooling , (4) work experience both as to part-time jobs 
during childhood and full time work as adults and (5) re -
creation experience in terms of off- the- job activities . 26 
It can be said truly that any individual at a given time 
is the sumc: of all his experiences up to that time , plus his 
physical and mental heritage . As his experiences in each of 
the five _categories have differed from those of all othef 
persons , it is obvious that he is different from all other 
persons . 
An adult is the product of nany cumulative in-
fluences and thus complex and not easily understood . The 
main difficulty is a lack of definite knowledge about his 
expErience and most frequently the volume of material 
inyolved will prohibit complete investigation of his life 
experience . Also the supervisor will find that it is not 
always possible to probe sensitive areas of information if 
such probing is unwelcome and it often is . However , as 
workers gain more confidence and trust in their supervisor 
then they become more cooperative and less likely to con-
ceal helpful information. 
Many uninformed people feel thatindi vi duals can 
be understood on short acquaintance or after relatively 
brief interviews because they reveal themselves by vocal 
and facial expression . But impressions gained in this way 
tend to be very misleading . Adults seem to guard their real 
feelings from everyone but those whom they know well and who 
in turn know them . Children reveal their reactions bluntly; 
adults conceal theirs . 
In order to better understand the individual worker 
the raters must recognize these limitations . They must care-
fully examine such information as is available about each in-
dividual and relate each item to the others in order to im-
prove their understanding of the whole complex person . 
Some specific characteristics of individual wor-
kers are: 
1 . Adult workers learn readily and constantly if 
they are in good health, possess normal ability and have the 
will or desire to learn . 
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2 . An adult does not like to be treated as a 
member of an impersonal group . He likes to be recognized 
by name and dealt with as an individual with specific prob-
lems . The practice of "talking down" to him is particularly 
disliked , while man to man, frank , and direct treatment is 
preferred . 
3 . An adult likes to feel that he is making progress 
of some sort . Financial r ewards are the first consideration 
but the value of the supervisors favorable comment should not 
be overlooked . 
4. Security of job and income are also of paramount 
interest to the worker . In r,eneral , adults support families 
or contribute to their support . Security is essential to 
every home and many adult attitudes and actions noted on the 
job are influenced by this strongly felt motive . 
5. An adult is sensitive to the example of those 
whom he respects . If supervisors take positive attitudes and 
follow regulations , employees are likely to do so . If super-
visors are erratic in their attitudes and careless in the 
observations of regulations , employees will tend to be that 
way too . 
6. Behavior and performance in a work situation 
are also sensitive to off the job variables, i . e . - family 
sickness , second job , poor economic adjustment to income and 
many others . These variables frequently affect the person-
ality and attitude of the worker towards hi s superiors and 
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company without their awareness . A worker appreciates a 
sincere interest in his off the job experience and his 
family, especially if there are children. However , nowhere 
can a lack of sincerity in approach be more evident than 
here . But if a supervisor knows the individual , this in-
terest is often welcomed . 
8. Duration of Training-
The time involved in training raters to recognize 
individual differences , evaluate on the job performance, and 
convey the areas requiring improvement or development to the 
workers is well spent . The .duration of any training program 
for raters must be determined by ~n analysis of training 
needs . The following section on evaluation of ratings as 
well as chapter two will indicate the areas to be searched 
with statistical analysis . This analysis will show a train-
ing need for a given company which can not be generally ap-
plied to all other companies . A fine example of this is 
the program in operation at the Boeing Airplane Co . 27 The 
time devoted to the rating and progress interview training 
program is twenty hours . Eight hours are devoted to the 
lecture- di scussion sessions which deal with the presentation 
and discussion of certain bas i c princip~es of effective 
rating and interviewing. The presentation, explanation, and 
discussion of the operating tools of rating and interviewing 
are also included in this segc1ent of training time . The 
twelve remaining hours are devoted to small group practice 
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sessions designed to provide practical application of the 
principles and experience in working with these management 
tools . 
The only data available pertainlng to the training 
uf raters and the time expended by companies in this endea-
vor was 11 A Survey of Merit Rating in Industry" by L. G. 
Spicer . 28 
Amount of Trainipg Given Raters by ComEanY 
Based on 64 companies giving complete replies 
No training whatsoever 32 companies 
4 hours or less 19 companies 
5 to 8 hours 9 companies 
20 to 40 hours 2 companies 
Over 40 hours 2 comE an~~ 
64 companies 
The results of this survey showed that fifty percent of the 
companies gave no training whatsoever to their raters . An 
additional thirty percent of the replying companies give 
four hours or less of training to their raters . r111e re-
mainder or twenty percent give five hours or more of formal 
training to their raters . Thus by far the majority (80%) 
of the firms participating did not give their rater adequate 
training and probably are dissatisfied with the results of 
their rating program. Thus some of the factors influencing 
the success or failure of rater training have been discussed 
and the next area to be studied is the use of analysis of 
I 
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ratings and retraining as control devices to insure the con-
tinuance of some reasonable accuracy in the ratings . 
The third and last section of this chapter is the 
one dealing with evaluation of ratings and retraining of the 
raters . This section brings us full circle to the initial 
training problem . First an analysis should be made of the 
ratings to determine the training needs , then we plan our 
course of instruction, present it and return for another 
evaluation of the rating pro ram . Retraining is covered 
s fulfilling definite needs and providing a brief review 
of the forgotten facts of rating for the rater . 
9. Evaluation of the Ratings 
~1o basic proofs of value are necessary for the 
adequate evaluation of any rating program. The first is 
that the plan is good and produces accurate and consistent 
results . The second is evidence that the plan is a worth-
while plan and that it is vTorth the noney it costs . 
Numerous analyses of relationships can be made to 
determine the validity and reliability of the ratings . The 
methods of checking accuracy have been discussed in chapter 
two . A statistical analysis is necessary for the traini~~ 
director to make an estimate of training needs, but the 
statistical proof of a rating plan is not generally the 
objective desired by management . Their more practical 
nature comes forth at this time to search for the positive 
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aid derived from the use of a rating plan. 
The opinion of the rater , obtained through 
questionnaires , interviews and group discussions can be 
used . Positive statements from supervision of the value 
of the rating program, including actual examples of sit-
uations in which the ratings proved to be helpful , are 
excellent evidence . 
Follow- up studies over an extended period of 
time can give the best type of proof of value to management . 
A decrease in the number of supervisors who fail upon pro-
moti on to the next step , a decrease in the number of grie-
vances with reference to salary increases or charges of dis -
crimination, or a significant decline in absenteeism or 
turnover are examples of the type of evidence to be devel-
oped . Not hap-hazard gue ssing but controlled experimentation 
is necessary . 
Periodic reevaluation of the entire program is 
necessary . The plan must continue to make a direct contri-
bution to the objectives established for it . As time goes on 
conditions changes ; the purposes receive a shift in.emphasis 
and the raters change frequently . 
An annual evaluation of the rating program is an 
established feature in most companies with successful rating 
programs . The requirement that the merit rating tool be 
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maintained properly and modified when necessary is not out 
of line with the demands of management in respect to main-
tenance of machine tools - the inanimate assets of a 
business. 
10 . l~cessity for Retraining 
Even after an extensive training course has been 
conducted, it will be necessary to undertake additional 
training at frequent intervals . Interest among raters must 
be maintained, and they must be given an opportunity to re-
learn forgotten facts . Generally, such retraining does not 
require so much time as the original instruction, but in 
some instances this may not be true . In some companies re-
training is completed just prior to the date on which the 
individual will be asked to rate his subordinates; in other 
companies it is conducted at stated intervals - once a year 
perhaps . Obviously it vrill also be necessary to train those 
who have been promoted to supervisory positions after the 
first training course is completed . Actually when a company 
undertakes a rater training program, it assumes responsibil-
ity for a continued effort . Thus , like job analysis, the 
task is never completed , and the time and effort.of one or 
more individuals are required to maintain the advances achiev-
ed and to promote further knowledge . 
11 . Summation of the Chapter 
The recommendations of an eminent industrial 
psychologist , Joseph Tiffin, would seem to provide an adequate 
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summation oi' the need for training. 29 
Rating people is a skill and not an easy skill 
to learn. Good production men and even good 
supervisors are not necessarily good raters 
unless they have been taught how to rate . Even 
at best, rating is somewhat subjective . Preju-
dice and bias can never be completely removed, 
but without training they may completely distort 
many merit ratings . Companies which have ' had -.all 
raters attend a systematic training program of 
from six to eight hours before making any ratings 
have uniformly found the time and money spent on 
this training to be a good investment . 
This chapter has been dev'oted to the role of training in 
the merit rating program. The first area covered was the 
planning phase of a rater training program. It treated 
some fundamentals which have a direct effect on merit 
rating and then the means , method and content of a rater 
training course . The second section discussed the conduct 
of such a training function with an eye towards the causes 
for failure of merit rating and what the function of training 
could do as a partial antidote . The advantages of merit 
rater training , a study of individual differences that trans -
cends the bell- shaped curve and then the time requirements 
for an adequate training course for raters were discussed . 
In the final section the evaluation of ratings is shovvn as 
a control device to keep the rating plan operational and 
within the objectives of management . The retraining phase 
is the result of statistical analysis of ratings by the 
training director to show areas which require refinement 
through training . Merit rater training is not the panacea 
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for all of the ills of all types of rating systems , but 
utilized under proper circumstances and within its normal 
potential , it will improve the accuracy of a given rating 
plan and help to create a different management attitude 
toward merit rating programs . 
Chapter IV 
Survey Results 
1 . Content of Survey 
A most interesting and enlightening part of this 
study was an original survey conducted in business and in-
dustry within a twenty mile radius of Boston . The original 
intention was to conduct the survey among newly organized, 
progressively managed , competitive fi~ns in the electronics 
industry . This rapidly developing industry did not provide 
a broad application of rating systems and very little rater 
training is done in this geographical area of the electron-
ics industry . Other business firms ,vere added to broaden 
the scope of the survey . In all , twelve firms were contac-
ted to participate in the survey . Ten of these firms had 
merit rating ·systems in operation and all were willing to 
discuss their method of rating . Of the two firms that did 
not have a formal merit rating system, one employs an oral 
method of performance review . The other plans to adopt the 
National Metal Trades Association rating plan in the early 
months of 1961 but does not contemplate a formal training 
program unless difficulties arise in its administration. 
In order to secure a greater response than is pos -
sible with a mailed questionnaire type of survey , personal 
interviews were arranged with the personnel director of these 
firms . In five of the companies the interviews were actually 
completed with the wage and salary administrator in order to 
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obtain accurate inform~tion about their rating plans . Prior 
to making appointments with the respondents of the survey an 
interview outline was organized to insure the gathering of 
pertinent data and to control the consistency of the data se-
cured in all cases . A copy of the interview outline will be 
found in Appendix I . 
The following cases are presented in representing 
a cross- section of the findings in business and industry . 
In Company A the rating plan was instituted without a great 
deal of planning and most assuredly there is no evidence of 
control and follow-up procedures . Company B illustrates an 
organization effort that falls short in duration of training, 
the vital area of retraining , and the availability of adequate 
reference material for the rater . The interview course pre-
sented at Company C in addition to the initial training of 
the raters suggests an effort that approaches the desirable 
level despite a poor management attitude . The six hour course 
presented at Company D would appear to be an adequate program 
of rater training . The content and duration of this course 
are determined by the, Training Director . However , his opin-
ion is based on experience and has never been justified by 
an analysis of the ratings or an analysis of the effective-
ness of the training . 
2 . Iv1erit Rating Program of Company A 
Company A is a national merchandising and distri -
bution firm which several years ago appointed an accountant 
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as their personnel director . The main office is located in 
Chicago , Illinois but through the local district manager an 
interview was arranged with the persormel director during his 
annual visit to Boston. The firm employs about eight thousand 
people . 
The r~ting program for these employees was insti-
tuted about three years ago . The introduction to the Boston 
office was accomplished through a cover letter that set forth 
the purposes and uses of rating for management . The objective 
of the rating system was an audit. of available personnel for 
promotion within their own specialization or transfer to op-
erational areas which ·would better utilize their abilities . 
There was no formal announcement of such a rating plan to all 
the employees and officially they have never been informed 
of its existence . 
Rating reports are submitted on all permanent em-
ployees once a year on the first of November . The immediate 
supervisor prepares the rating report and all are reviewed 
by the next higher level of management . 
Wage and salary adjustments are not connected with 
the rating plan as this company prefers to make such adjust-
ments on the employees ' anniversary date of employment . ffi 
graphic rating scale is used vYith seven traits being rated 
in eight degrees of value from unsatisfactory through out-
standing . 
The management of this firm have one week-long 
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conference each year for training and discussion of manage-
ment practices . However, the only conference discussion per-
taining to the rating plan has been a suggestion to do away 
with this function completely . Top management took this 
suggestion under advisement in 1959 but nothing has evolved . 
No training whatsoever has been attempted for the raters -
not even a rating manual . 
The attitude of the personnel director is that all 
of the supervisors can read and the form is basically self 
administering . 1he rating forms are reviewed in the person-
nel department and then filed with all of the employees 
other records . 'rhe se records are forwarded to the manage -
ment official considering employees for promotion. The 
problem of dovetailing interdepartmental ratings has not 
been approached or solved. Thus the numerical scores are 
not necessarily true indicators of ability and many members 
of the management group refuse to consider the rating forms 
in making their selection. There is no analysis of the 
ratings to determine validity, reliability , presence of bias , 
halo effects , central tendency, etc . 
The entire rating program for this organization 
seems to be a study of comparative management practices . 
Other large companies rate their employees - so do we . 
3. Merit Rating Prograra of Company B 
This firm employs 1500 people in the wholesale 
and retail distribution of consumer products . 1be rating 
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system is five years old and was devised by the present 
personnel director while serving in another capacity in 
that department . The primary purpose of the rating system 
is the improvement of the individual in his present job 
performance . Secondary purposes would be for promotion, 
transfer of employees or layoff in case of a reduction in 
the size of the labor force . All permanent pe~sonnel are 
rated once each year with the exception of the company of-
ficers . All ratings are supposed to be discussed with em-
ployees but many of the workers complain that this never 
happens . Action is being contemplated by the Personnel 
Department . 
The rating form is a modified rating scale with 
traits and degrees of each quality expressed in word descrip-
tion. A space is available with each trait for a few sen-
tences wherein the rater utells the story 11 of each indivi-
dual ' s performance . The rating form is filled out by the im-
mediate supervisor and reviewed by the next line of management 
and then the personnel department . Wage and salary adminis -
tration is not connected with the rating system but the 
ratings must correlate with the recommendations for wage in-
creases . One supervisor at the end of the last rating period 
rated 30 of his people as giving a less than average perfor-
mance . ·when wage increase recommendations were submitted 
six months later 25 of the thirty names were to receive in-
creases . Action was taken by the personnel department 
through line management and the situation rectified . The 
ratings proved to be reasonably accurate . 
When the rating program vms initiated a training 
session of two hours duration was held for all levels of 
management . This was conducted after a supper-luncheon in 
the evening hours after the completion of regular work . Re -
training of raters is not conducted and new raters are given 
individual instruction by the personnel department . The 
single two hour session was a lecture-conference type of 
meeting but no practice ratings or interview training was 
conducted . The two hour training period covered the follow-
ing general outline: 
1 . Explanation of management 's purpose in rating 
the worker . 
2 . Indicating who would be rated and who would do 
the rating , reviewing , and filing, 
3. The frequency of the rating reports , 
1~ . Explanation of the use of the form, 
5. Definition of the traits and examples of the 
degrees of behavior and how they should be 
rated, 
6. An explanation of some of the cormnon errors of 
rating . Examples: Bias , halo effect , central 
tendency , etc ., 
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7. An explanation of the type of remark that will 
tell about a worker ' s performance . An avoidance 
of the generalization - "good worker" . 
:No analysis of the ratings is fittempted with re-
gard to validity or reliability . The dovetailing or inter-
departmental filing of rating scores is recognized as a 
problem but no action or remedy has been devised as a solu-
tion . The personnel director is aware of the difficulties 
and areas of his rating program v1hich require improvement . 
He does not anticipate a revision of form . The majority of 
the problems exist in either the rater , revie\ver or the 
rating system. Corrective measures include additional in-
terview training , a rating manual and use of a standard 
scores method of dovetailing ratin~s . All of these measures 
have a cost in time and therefore money . They will be employ-
ed as the personnel budget is increased by management . 
4. Merit Rating Program of Cor.1pany C 
This firm is a small electronics research, develop-
ment and m~Dufacturing organization employing about 300 highly 
skilled workers . This firm \vas selected because it is rep-
resentative of its industry . Five out of six electronics 
firms surveyed had similar purposes and objectives for their 
rating systems . Merit rating programs within this industry 
are ad~inistered by the wage and salary section of the Per-
so~nel Department . In five of these companies the purpose 
of rating employees is the justification of wage increases . 
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Ratings are discussed with the employees in all of the elec-
tronics firms with the primary purpose of discussion in most 
(four of the six) companies , serving as an opportunity for the 
employee to air his grievances , compiaints and gripes . 
A "functional rating form" is used by this company . 
The title line on the form so indicates its purposes . It 
reads 11 Recomm.endation for Wage Increase . II rrhe form contains 
a small section for wage adjustment information and the re -
mainder is a graphic rating scale which rates the employees 
ability , performance , and cooperation on his present job . 
This form was developed by a committee of management level 
employees and the title and format was finalized over the ob-
jections of the personnel director . The conpany has rated 
all of its workers for eight yenrs and management was never 
satisfied with the rating system until they recently devised 
this new form . The personnel director recognizes the in-
adequacies of this form but is powerless at the present time 
to correct them. 
With the exception of the company officers everyone 
in this company is rated at least once a year and the hourly 
workers are rated twice a year . All personnel are rated 
using this one form. Discussion of the ratings with the em-
ployees is held after the rating has been reviewed and ap-
proved by the next level of management and the Personnel 
Department . 
The new rating form was introduced to all levels 
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of management at a two hour training session very similar 
to the one utilized by Company B. The session included the 
basic principles of rating, the management purpose in 
having a rating system, and an explanation of the rating 
form, traits, and common errors found in rating plans . As 
part of a management training program the company has a six 
and a half hour course in interviewing . This course contains 
an hour and a half lecture on the fundamentals of conducting 
interviews and five hours of small group role playing and 
practical work. Of the five hours of participation work 
four hours are oriented towards selection interviewing and 
one hour is devoted to a performance discussion and coun-
seling type of interview. The primary purpose of this in-
terview training is improvement in the selection process . 
The counseling interview is of secondary importance but is 
included in an effort to improve the human relations skills 
of the management group . \Vhile these sessions are not part 
of a rater training program, they definitely should improve 
the communication skills of the rater and thereby increase 
the effectiveness of the rating program. Retraining of the 
raters in either of these areas is not anticipated for 
several years . No rating manual or written instructions are 
available for self- help by the raters . Corrective training 
will be given to erring members of management but without 
a statistical analysis of the resultant ratings only the most 
flagrant inaccuracies will be discovered . 
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The personnel director feels that in time he can 
increase the use of the rating system so that it will be 
of greater value to management . When this happens an en-
tirely new form will be developed for a more accurate eval-
uation of workers and eventually a complete schism from wage 
administration will result . 
5. Merit Rating Ppogram for Company D 
Company D is a large financial institution with a 
district office in Boston. This company employs 5500 people 
with 4500 under a clerical rating plan and 1000 under a 
Management Evaluation and Development Program . Every indivi-
dual is rated except the company officers at this location. 
The purpose of conducting both rating programs is 
the development of the individual workers in his present 
position, preparation for promotion and employee guidance in 
areas where grievances may occur . Wage and salary adminis -
tration is not connected with the rating function but the 
department managers do check for a correlation between rat -
ings and wage increases within their department . The 
rating system is the responsibility of the training and edu-
cation director . 
Approximately sixty-five percent of the employees 
have their ratings discussed with them after these ratings 
have been reviewed by the next level of management and the 
Personnel Department . The reason behind a less than 100% 
discussion of ratings is that the department head is allowed 
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to determine whether his line management is qualified to 
conduct the progress or development interview. In some 
cases the department managers feel that their first line 
supervisors do not have either the ability or the time 
available to adequately prepare and conduct appraisal in-
terviews . Therefore 35% of the employees do not have pro-
gress interviews . The personnel director does not feel that 
there is a higher turnover of employees , lower morale , or 
more grievances in the latter group but admits that no 
statistical examination has ever been made from this point 
of view. 
The rating form is a graphic rating scale in both 
the clerical and management rating system$. The clerical 
form has twelve tr~its to be rated while the management 
level form has fourteen . Both forms employ objective and 
personality traits . The mana~ement form was recently de -
veloped by the Personnel Department but the clerical form 
was developed about a year ago by a comn1ittee of line super-
visors and ratees . This is a recommended psychological pro-
cedure to build the interest of the participants in the 
rating program. The cogent comment of the personnel direc -
tor shows the application of the principle in its true light . 
11 The development of a rating form is a job for a specialist 
not a committee of neophytes . This form contains a couple 
of errors but when the committee was reconvened for the pur-
pose of revision all we received was justification for it ' s 
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present format . The cost of changing or modifying this 
clerical rating form is the loss of interest of these com-
mittee members in the rating system as well as in committee 
work . Also confidence in the future use of management com-
mittees would be seriously undermined . Our clerical rating 
form can ' t be revised or improved on for a considerable 
period of time . " 
The raters are given a five session training 
course that lasts between six and seven hours depending 
upon interest and participation. This course is repeated 
each year for the new members of the management group . Be -
tween thirty and fifty new supervisors are in this category 
each year as a result of normal attrition . 
Retraining consists of repeating the entire five 
sessions course . The need for additional training is deter-
mined by department heads , line management and the Personnel 
Department , The method of determining who would be trained 
was a vague reference to management prerogative . Training 
needs are not derived from an analysis of rating results as 
none are done in this area . Validity and reliability analy-
sis is also neglected . The basic reason for conducting rater 
training at all is compliance with and recognition of the 
almost universal recommendation of industrial psychologists 
that raters must be trained . 
The rater training is conducted by the Training 
Director , a very capable individual with thirty years personnel 
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and education experience . The course is offered in company 
conference rooms during regular working hours . The employees 
have a high level of interest in all company sponsored cour-
ses and enrollment must be limited to the individuals re -
quired to participate by recent promotions . 
The five sessions training program contains the 
following: 
The first session is a lecture- conference which 
explains the principles of rating , a definition of the fac -
tors rated , the use of example descriptions of the varying 
degrees of traits and an explanation of the rating form, 
it ' s use , reviews , and filing back in the department £iles . 
The next three sessions are devoted to a case study 
of rating . The written cases are handed out with rating forms 
attached and each trainee rates the employee described on 
the basis of the facts given . These forms are not collected 
and analysis of the individual raters improvement is not 
conducted . Thus the effectiveness of the training is not 
determined . 
The last session is a combination of lecture and 
role playing . The lecture portion gives the principles and 
methods of conducting a counseling interview . The role 
playing portion gives the participants an opportunity to ob-
serve a counseling interview. The degree of group partici-
pation in the . role playing is curtailed by the time limita-
tions . The need for additional practice in conducting these 
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counseling interviews is recognized but adequate training 
supervision is not available for a breakdown into smaller 
groups . ~e training class is smaller at the last session 
as supervisors from the departments which do not discuss 
ratings with the employees frequently fail to report to 
this session. 
A formal training schedule accompanies by detailed 
lesson plans was not available to be used as an appendix to 
this thesis . 
The administrator for the rating plans indicated 
that top management was not satisfied with the pr·esent rating 
system and would continue efforts to revise and improve it . 
These would include the use of a more detailed cover letter 
sent to each rater to remind him of the basic principles of 
rating . Also under consideration is a larger and more de -
tailed rating manual that will supercede the present one in 
the management procedures manual . 
No cost analysis of the rating pr,ograms has ever 
been made by the management of this firm but the training 
director felt that such an analysis could very easily broaden 
the application of the rating system or result in its complete 
elimination . The cost per employee rated with a discussion 
of that rating might run as high as twelve dollars each. 
The opinion was expressed that this firm is still 
in it's infancy with regard to rating methods and procedures . 
However , some research disclosed that they have had a rating 
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system in operation for the past fifteen years and that it 
has undergone almost continuous revision . 
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Table I 
Original Survey Results 
Conducted by J . w. Dyer December 1960 
Number of Companies 
1 . Primary Purpose of Merit Rating 
A. Wage adjustment 
B. Personal development 
c. Persoru1el audit 
2 . Type of Rat ing System employed 
A. Graphic Rating Scales 
B. Forced Choi ce 
c. Blank Form - Prose 
6 
3 
1 
10 
1~~ .. 
1# 
3 . Number of Differ~nt Rating Forms Used simultaneously 
A. Three Forms 
B. Tvvo Forms 
c. One Form 
4. Number of Employees Rated 
A. 100% (Exception - Company Officers) 
B. Supervisory Personnel only 
5. Group Training of Rater s 
A. Two hours 
B. Three hours 
c. Six hours 
·:t-Company uses two forms - one a graphic rating scale 
2 
5 
3 
9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
#This form is being revised - will be superseded by a graphic 
rating scale . 
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Number of Companies 
6. Individual Training of Raters 
(Not Corrective) 
A. Personal Contact - informal approach 
about 1 hour in duration 
7. Written Rater Reference Materials 
A. Manuals 
B. Cover Letters 
8. Discussion of Ratings'with Ratee 
A. Yes 
B. :No 
9. Analysis of Ratings 
10 . 
11 . 
A. Review by Administrator (Personnel 
Department) 
B. Statistical Analysis 
Company Satisfaction with present plan 
A. New Revised Plan (within 6 months) 
B. Yes 
c. :No 
Qualifications of Rating Plan Administrators 
A. 1 - Ph. D. - Psychology - Personnel Director 
B. 1 - M. A. - Industrial Psychology - Wage and 
Salary Administrator 
c. 8 - Bachelor Degrees 
3 
4 
2 
9 
1 
7 
0 
2 
1 
7 
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6. Conclusions 
The companies surveyed vary in number of employees 
from 250 to 80, 000 . The ten respondent firms are made up of' 
four business organizations , three research and development 
laboratories and three manufacturing fi~ns. 
6 . 1 The primary purpose for having a rating system 
would seem to be the justification of wage adjustments . Six-
ty percent of the firms indicated this verbally and by their 
actions when they placed their rating system under the con-
trol of the wage and salary administrator . 1ne secondary 
purpose vvould be the individual development of the i'rorkers t 
performance on their present job and preparation for promo -
tion . However , several of the firms in this study do not 
actively pursue a secondary purpose . 
6. 2 The graphic rating scale was employed in 
seventeen instances out of nineteen applications of a 
rating scale . One company employs a forced choice method 
for their supervisory group . Another firm uses a blruli{ form 
for their engineering and scientific employees where the 
rater must first write a description of' duties and then e-
valuate the man ' s performance on the job . 
6. 3 The frequency ·with which companies in this 
area are using merit rating exceeds any national survey data 
available . Eighty-three percent of the firms contacted have 
a merit rating program and nine out of the ten companies with 
such a program indicated that they rate all of their employees . 
6.4 The training of raters is sorely neglected by 
-
most companies . Only three firms had organized formal group 
training of their raters . Of these three only one had 11Ade -
quate11 training devoted to it ' s rating system. 11Adequate 11 
is a poor choice of a word when there isn ' t any analysis of 
training done to indicate whether the training is in reality 
adequate . This firm (Company D) devoted six hours to the 
training of raters and considered this to be the maximum 
expense that it could support with regard to any rating plan . 
6.5 Some firms (three) conduct an informal indivi-
dual training for their new raters . This however, consists 
of answering the rater ' s questions and a brief explanation 
of the form and basic principles of rating . This training 
is considered informal because it generally varies with the 
time the rater has available for such a discussion . 
Nine companies indicated that they gave corrective 
training to their raters when it became obvious from a re -
view of the ratings that a particular rater needed help in 
reporting more realistic ratings . In pursuit of additional 
information on corrective training it was universally admit-
ted that this was a very infrequent occurrence . This find-
ing only served to emphasize the lack of analysis of the 
ratings -vvhen they are reviewed by the Personnel Department . 
6.6 Four companies use a rating manual and two of 
these also use a cover letter to jog the rater ' s memory on 
some basic rating principles . These are firms that have 
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very little training time but feel that their raters can 
read and train themselves to rate properly . Without any 
formal analysis of ratings this attitude does not have a 
firm foundation and its fallaciousness remains unchallenged 
statistically. 
6.7 In ninety pe~cent of the companies surveyed 
the ratings were discussed with the employee. To do this 
without an adequate interview training course is to risk the 
loss of whatever good employee relations exist between rater 
and ratee . These companies claim a two fold purpose i s 
served in discussing the ratings with their employees . The 
first is to keep the employee happy in his present work 
situation by allowing him the opportunity to air his gripes , 
complaints and grievances . This can be accomplished with a 
minimum of participation by the rater provided' he . is pro-
ficient in the use of the non- directive interview technique . 
This skill can be acquired in a five hour counseling inter-
view training course . The second is the opportunity for the 
rater to attempt to improve the worker 1 s present job perfor-
mance . To accomplish this second purpose requires that the 
rater motivate the worker to change his present behavior 
patterns . If the everyday authoritarian approach of manage-
ment to the workers has not changed their job performance 
then one more interview or discussion employing this techni-
que will meet with doubtful success . However , with a group 
dynamics approach or the employment of other human relations 
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techniques the workers job perrormance can be improved in a 
majority or cases . (See Chapter 5 for a personal develop-
ment technique that was effective . ) This approach does re-
quire the extensive training of raters in these advanced 
psychological management methods . 
6. 8 In all case s the ratings were reviewed by the 
next higher level of management and in seven of the ten com-
panies the ratings were also reviewed by the personnel de-
partment . However in every company polled there was complete 
neglect in the area of statistical analysis of the ratings 
for validity, reliability, determination of training needs 
and the effect of training upon the ratings . 
6. 9 The satisfaction of companies with their pres-
ent rating system further pointed out the fallacious attitude 
of management that better ratings can be secured through 
better rating forms . One company has had six new rating 
forms over the past ten years and is not satisfied with the 
present rating reports . Seven of the firms are unhappy with 
their present rating methods but none consider the rater, 
ratee and rating form as a homogeneous unit. Not a single 
case exists of contemplated rater training as an improvement 
of the rating system. 
6 .10 1ne administrators of rating programs to a 
great extent will determine the effectiveness, use , and 
quality of the ratings. The formal training of these admin-
istrators is less than the desirable amount in eight of the 
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ten cases . A Bachelor ' s degree with experience in wage and 
salary administration does not necessarily qualify a person 
to revise rating methods in accordance with their O\~ desires . 
The results of releasing inadequately prepared individuals 
upon the task of rating plan revision can lead to the even-
tual compounding of their ovm errors from prior efforts . 
7. Recommendations vs . Actual Findings 
The first three chapters of this study are based 
on library research of psychologists and management ' s opin-
ions on the operation of merit rating systems . The training 
of merit raters aspart of the rating procedures is general-
ly recommended by all authorities on the subject . Yet in 
1950 L. G. Spicer found fifty percent of the companies not 
training their raters . In 1955 a survey conducted by 
Eleanor Fagan Teague of 29 financial institutions in the 
greater Boston area found only three companies with adequate 
formal training programs for their raters . 30 Now in 1960 
a random sample of ten companies in this area again indicates 
that only ten percent of the participants devote sufficient 
time to the training of raters . A close look at this one 
instance , Company D, points out the lack of adequate analysis 
to determine the effectiveness of their training . 'li}le experi-
ment conducted by the Air Force proves the value of training 
for raters but industry has not yet employed this technique to 
improve their rating procedures . 'I'hus the wide divergence 
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between theory and practice which has existed in the past 
has continued its existence through 1960. 
8. Reasons for the existence of the problem 
8 . 1 A very narrow application of merit rating was 
found in the investigation of industry's use of rating pro-
grams . The sixteen uses of rating plans cited in chapter 1 
can not all be applied effectively at the same time . How-
ever the confinement of rating procedures to a justification 
of wage adjustment is basically a misuse of this valuable 
management tool . The narrow application of this device has 
justified management ' s position of not training raters because 
the present utilization of rating plans has very little value 
to management . 
8. 2 The cost of a training program is extremely 
high for most companie s . Not only the cost of conference 
rooms , qualified instructors , instructional aids such as 
movies , etc . but also the cost of having almost all of the 
members of management spend from six to eight hours in a 
non-productive type of training causes an in~ediate negative 
response from company officers . Also prior to the training 
the costs in time of making analysis upon which to base the 
training is another source of expense . 
8. 3 The organizational responsibility for rating 
plans has been misplaced . ·when the administrator of the 
rating system is also the person responsible for wage and 
salary administration the emphasis of daily problems forces 
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the rating program into the background 
8.4 Organization misplacement of merit rating 
procedures causes them to be misdirected and unintentionally 
placed in the province of a relatively untrained rating plan 
administrator . The best application of a rating progrma 
found the responsible individual to be the training director 
and chairman of the Executive Development Comr.1ittee . 
These are the general reasons for the lack of 
rater training in industry today . More specific and indi -
viduating reasons are present in each company visited but 
the solution of these general problems will find the others 
fast diminishing . 
. 1 . Introduction 
Chapter· V 
Recommendations 
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The exploratory investigation begun in this study 
of the training of merit raters will yield some recommenda-
tions which are fundamentally connected with merit rating 
systems . These suggestions are on the perimeter of this 
study . However , they are basic and fundamental reasons why 
industry and business are not training their raters . Also 
this training deficiency is in all probability a contributory 
cause of the general dissatisfaction of management with their 
merit rating programs , but definite proof of such a theory is 
not available . 
2 . A Broade~lication of Merit Rating 
A broader application of merit rating procedures 
must be made by management . This study shows a majority of 
firms using rating as a justification for wage adjustments . 
However when the standard of living ceases to rise and levels 
off or even declines sli htly the rating program would lose 
all justification for its existence . Most of the electronic 
firms have not operated in· other than a rising economy and 
thus the problem of a worker on an earnings plateau at the 
top of his salary range has not been considered. When a wor-
ker reaches such an earnings plateau the results usually are 
a lowering of morale , lessening performance and sometimes 
even a change in employer . 
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Organizations that utilize their rating systems 
and rating results primarily for the development of the in-
dividual worker on his present job and preparation for fu-
ture promotion do not have the previously cited problem of 
wage maximums . A genuine interest in the employee by his 
supervisor is usually greatly appreciated by the employee. 
Also sources of management personnel are particularly dif-
ficult to find in an expanding economy such as ours and the 
training and promotion of present employees is an asset to 
employee relations of any company . So the primary utiliza-
tion of merit rating for the development of the individual 
worker is strongly recommended . This usage lessens the pro-
blem of wage maximums . Certainly the rating of individual 
performance should show a positive correlation with the wage 
adjustment policies and as such may be a secondary purpose 
of merit rating systems . 
In Chapter I we have cited sixteer1 possible uses 
of merit rating . We can't accurately employ any rating sys-
tem to accomplish all of these objectives but to employ it 
to achieve only one purpose is certainly over-specialization. 
A usage employing five to eight of these purposes certainly 
is feasible and as such would command more management atten-
tion. Much information can be made available from these 
ratings and the value of such knowledge pertaining to the 
employees may in many instances justify for management the 
cost of training the raters and the necessary statistical 
studies of the ratings . 
3. High ~evel ~anagement Responsibilit~ 
If management wishes to gain its maximum usage out 
of any rating program a high level management official must 
be placed in charge of the program. Whatever the title as -
signed to the rating program, the presence of line manage -
ment rather than the Personnel Department will influence the 
raters to take a greater and more active interest in the 
rating program. The Personnel Department will certainly 
have to administer the rater t r aining progrru1 and also in-
sure that there is a positive correlation between wage in-
creases and the merit ratings . 
The first two recommendations that of using a 
broader approach to merit rating with emphasis on the devel -
opment of the individual worker and of making a line manage-
ment individual responsible for the rating program are typi-
fied in the following case . This illustration is not impor-
tant because of the scope of the rating plan but mainly be -
cause of the results achieved . 
A chief engineer was hired by a company to head up 
a plant engineering department . He found a very lackadaisi-
cal attitude among the ten members of the management group 
which controlled a total of 140 employees . After a period 
of time in which he became acclimated to the surroundings he 
instituted the rating plan found in Appendix II . An inten-
sive analysis of this rating s ystem would show certain 
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faults , but my purpose in presenting it is it ' s objective -
11 improvement in the calibre of our management personnel" and 
the attendant results . After two years of administering 
this rating program the chief engineer noted that seven out 
of the ten members of the management group had shovm defi-
nite improvement in their performance of duties . Three of 
these seven had shown outstanding improvement . ~vo of these 
three received promotions as a direct result of their im-
proved attitude and performance . The chief engineer left 
this company at this time and one of the two promotions oc -
curred with an individual who had been previously passed 
over succeeding him. 
This example does not use a broad enough applica-
tion of merit rating but is devoted to the development of 
the management personnel . It also serves to emphasize the 
effect of line management supervision of a rating system. 
This review for engineering management personnel was credit-
ed with the improvement in performance of all but three mem-
bers of the management group . 
4. Definite Need for Statistical Analysis of Ratings 
The very first need for analysis is to determine 
the effectiveness of the present rating plan in the eighty-
three percent of the companies that have them. From this 
study of the ratings the training needs for the rating pro-
gram can be deterr.1ined . (Also the management training need-
ed could be derived from a study of the ratings of the 
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management group . ) The first analysis will establish a 
basis for comparison with future studies of ratings . This 
analysis will show up the presence of the common errors of 
rating which have been previously discussed. Also a valid-
ity and reliability study should be conducted so that over 
a period of time the ratings could be considered to possess 
logical validity . Included in such an examination would be 
a statistical procedure of standard scores to determine if 
interdepartmental ratings could be interfiled and have a 
relative meaning one to another . Future analysis of ratings 
would show the effectiveness of any training conducted and 
the areas and raters who have requirements for retraining . 
The cost of such a detailed study might almost ap-
proach the rater training costs . However if all of the re-
quired information is placed on punch cards an electronic 
data processing system could complete each phase in a matter 
of minutes . Six of the ten companies surveyed had such com-
puter systems . Five of the six were at the plants where the 
interviews were conducted . All but one of these computers 
has an eight hour work ~chedule, the other has a twelve hour 
work schedule . Thus computer time is available and the anal-
ysis is a reiterative process which would see programming 
costs for only the first study. When data processing centers 
are constructed to handle the telephone transmission of punch 
c~rds it will not be outside the scope of any Personnel De-
partment to conduct such studies . All management levels 
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should be made aware of the potential of these machines . 
5. Training Programs for Raters 
In previous chapters we have studied the need for 
training the merit raters . This need has been supported by 
numerous recognized authorities , In this study the various 
types of rating programs have been examined and the conclu-
sion drawn that each rating plan should be tailored to the 
particular needs and objectives of a given company . A best 
type of rating plan does not exist . The same conclusions 
must be dravvn for the training programs to accompany these 
merit rating systems . Each training program must be fitted 
to the rating procedure it will accompany and the degree of 
proficiency of the using raters . This would seem to be a 
nebulous ~nswer to such an exact problem, but as has been 
stated previously each homogeneous unit of rater , rating 
plan, and ratee must be evaluated in its ovm environment and 
the need for training will be as individuating as the scale 
of individual differences . The principle requirements for 
a rater training program are set forth in chapter three and 
with emphasis placed on practical work , almost any type of 
training in this subject will improve the present situation. 
6. Negative Aspects of the Problem 
The almost constant reply in the survey was 11 we 
can t t afford to train our raters 11 • What can these companies 
do that are small and unable to train their raters? The 
answer is not easy . One possibility is to discard the 
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present rating program which in the case of these small com-
panies was universally used to justify wage adjustments . 
The substitute v1ould be a system of granting wage adjustments 
based on three factors: 
1 . The ability of the company to pay . 
2 . The seniority of the worker . 
3 . Base the wage level on a community wage 
survey . 
This circumvents the problem of rater training but there is 
no inexpensive training method . 
In one large company a staff psychologist sits down 
with the rater and provides definitions of traits and other 
information. He then aids the rater in drawing up an outline 
for the coming discussion.of the rating with the ratee . The 
psychologist is particularly careful not to influence the 
rating in any way . He is present only to provide information 
to the rater and guidance in making an outline for the inter -
view . This would seem to be an acceptable , but expensive al -
ternate solution. No analysis of ratings is performed in this 
case and only a small portion of the entire work force re -
ceives this service . 
7. Quali~ Control of Labor Force 
Every company has minimum specifications establish-
ed for new employees . In addition interviews , tests and 
various other selection devices establish a quality control 
check upon this quality of the incoming labor force . The 
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same process is repeated in manufacturing plants and fre -
quently when the product and processes are expensive, 
quality control checks and inspections are made at each 
step in the production process . Thus the quality control 
procedures of our labor force must not cease after tl1e in-
duction process for the new employee has ended . This fac -
tor of production is perhaps the most variable and in many 
cases the .most costly of our factors of production. Merit 
rating programs are a necessity , but accuracy witl1in this 
system should be as high as possible in the light of the 
use of human judgements . Training of raters is expensive 
but the disposal of quality control checks on our labor 
force is a risk that management can not afford as it trans -
cends money and threatens their very existence . 
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APPENDIX I 
INTERVIEW OUTLINE 
1 . Interview number: 
2 . Number of Employees 
J . Type of System Used 
a . Graphic Scales 
b . Ranking 
c . Man to man 
d . Check Lists 
e . Forced Choice 
f' . Miscellaneous 
Date 
Person Interviewed 
Person's Title: 
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4. How long has system been in effect? Continuously? 
Conunents: 
5. Objectives and Results Uses 
a . Merit Wage Increases 
b . Promotions 
c . Layoffs 
d . Transfers 
e . Employee Guidance 
f . Employee and Public Relations 
6. Who are rated? 
a . Clerical 
b . Those who meet the public 
c . Maintenance and Guards 
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d . Supervisors 
e . Executives 
f . Scientific Personnel 
7. Is the same form used for all classes of employees? 
8. Were job specifications or descriptions used in deter-
mining the factors or traits rated? 
9. Traits: 
a . Ntunber of Traits? 
b . Objective Traits used? 
10. vYho administers the system now? 
a . Officer vli th assistance of Personnel Department . 
b . Personnel Department 
c . Officer and Committee 
11 . Are the raters trained? Why not? 
12 . What is the objective of your training? 
13 . Extent of training: 
a . Hours 
b . Subject Mat ter 
c. Me thod 
d . Instructor - Company or consultant 
1 . Qualification? 
14. Are overall ratin~s discussed with taters regarding in-
validity of bias , halo effect, central tendency , etc . ? 
15. Is retraining given? Any type of review? 
16 . Is Handbook or published Juide available for reference 
by raters1 
ll!J-
17 . Who rates? 
a . Immediate Supervisor 
b . Department Head 
c . Both 
Comments: 
18 . Review: 
a . By Deuartment Head'? 
b . By Personnel De~artment? 
c . By Committee? 
19 . Are ratings discussed with employees? 
a . By Rater? 
b . By Department Head? 
c . By Personnel Department? 
d . Alone or Conference? 
20 . If not , are those doin borderline or unsatisfactory vrork 
called in for interview? 
a . Discussion'? 
b . Warning? 
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Appendix II 
Subject: Reviews for Engineering Management Personnel 
For some time, I have been considering the need for 
a practical program for periodic review for members of the 
Engineering management . The plan outlined here will be sub-
ject to revision . Therefore, if anyone has suggestions for 
increased fairness or usefulness, they will be appreciated. 
Our goals are objective evaluation and improvement in the 
calibre of our management personnel . 
If you will refer to the attached Rating Sheets, 
you will note that all elenents have the same weight . It is 
felt that we need a great deal of experience before we should 
attempt differenti.ated weighting of elements . Nor should 
there be any final score . Excep~ional weakness on any one 
element could make a nan ineffectual in his position, no 
matter ho~ strong he might be in all other respects . 
Procedure 
Schedule interviews with. management people reporting 
to you once per year . Prior to the interview with the :man 
concerned, his superior should get copies of the Rating 
Sheets and distribute them as follows: 
a . One set to the man for his self- rating . 
b . One for the interviewer's use . 
c . One for the use of the manager on the next 
level above the interviewer . 
There are definite advantages in asking a member 
of management to rate himself as realistically as he can 
prior to the interview. He is alerted to the elements on 
which he is being rated and , therefore , he is mentally pre-
pared for these ratings . Also , self- rating forc~s the in-
dividual to look closely at his ovvn performance in somewhat 
the same way he is being judged by other in the management 
group . 
It is expected that the interviewer and his super-
ior will make their ratings separately, then get together 
prior to the scheduled interview to analyze and eliminate 
differences in their ratings . Thus , when the interview 
comes , the rating of elements will represent the best com-
bined opinions of two people . For each review, the raters 
should keep in mind that : 
a . the man is being rated only on the position he 
novr holds , 
b . personal feelings should not govern the rating 
given, 
c . the rater must avoid being influenced by recent 
unusual cases pertaining to any element to be 
rated , and 
d . the man should be rated only on performance 
since the last rating . 
The interview itself has several purposes ~ 
1 . It gives a man ' s superior to make clear the 
standards of performance required, methods of 
operation desired , and his reasons for such 
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expectations . 
2 . Both people can discuss plans for improvement , 
plan projects and training that will make 
better use of the man 1 s abilities . 
3. Talk frankly about the man ' s job, how it is 
being done , what improvement is possible , and 
how it can be obtained . 
4. Give the man being rated an ideal chance to 
express his ideas , talk about his ambitions 
and voice his complaints . 
At the interview, both men should have the rating 
forms in front of them . They should compare and discuss the 
reasons for major differences of opinions . The man's super-
ior can make a change in the rating ~n~ere the man convinces 
him that the rating on any element is low. However , a rating 
should never be revised downward as a result of the interview. 
The rating sheets for individuals should be retain-
ed for a period of at least four years after the interview. 
These sheets should be made available only to the man rated 
or any of his direct superiors . 
Signature 
Chief Engineer 
·INTERVIEW RATING SHEET FOR ENGINEERING l\1ANAGEMEN'f PERSONN~L 
' Name of Person Rated 
Interview Date 
Interviewer 
1 . Job I\nowledge and Exnerience 
Excellent - Exceptional mastery of all phases of his work . 
Broad backrsround and trainincs for this job. 
· Good - Thorough knowledge of practically all phases of his 
work . Comprehensive background . 
Average - Adequate knowledge of particular job . An 
adequate background . 
Fair - Insufficient knowledge of some phases of job . Has 
some background , but requires direction . 
Poor - Inadequate comprehension of requirements of job . 
Insufficient background or experience. 
2 . !orking Effic~enc~ 
Excellent - Highest possible effectiveness . Plans work 
excentionally well . 
Superior ability in recognizing individual capacities 
allows him to get naximum use of his manpower . Completes 
assign~ents in shortest possible tine . 
Department extrenely orderly . 
Good - Effective in use of manpower under difficult con-
ditions . Plans 1.''!0rk well . 
Ability in recognizing individual capacities causes com-
pletion of assignments in unusually short time . 
Department very orderly . 
Average - Effective organizer and nlanner under normal con-
ditions . 
Usually recognizes individual capacities and completes 
assignments in a reasonable time . 
Department fairly orderly . 
Fair - Has trouble in organizing his v;ork and gaining 
effective u s e of his manpovrer . 
Often fails t o recognize scope or nature of work to be 
done . Often fails to complete assignments on time . Often 
fails to assign right man to a task . Some duplication of 
effort occurs under his supervision. 
Department quite disorderly . 
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Average - Sufficiently healthy to handle the job, but 
not overly energetic . 
Neat but not particularly striking in appearance . 
Fair - Frail , affected by pressure . 
Sometimes careless in appearahce . 
Poor - Sickly . Health hurts his work . 
Slovenly and untidy . 
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Fair - Limited knowledge of company policies . 
Is defensive if subordinates ask difficult questions . 
Passive attitude, but can be talked into cooperating for 
short periods of time . 
Often complains about his work . 
Is relectant to accept responsibility . 
Fails to comn1and confidence of his subordinates . Not 
fully conscious of his position as a member of management . 
Has few casual friends . 
Poor - Definite Lack of information on company policies . 
Very critical. Obstructive . 
Complains continually . 
Irresponsible . 
Antagonizes his subordinates . Usually forgets that he is 
a member of management . 
Uninterested in people and disliked by others . 
5. Character and Person~Jity 
Excellent - Has courage of his convictions and unquestioned 
habits . 
Confident , poised , and courteous . 
Good - l\1orally sound, tolerant of others . 
Makes sure he gets his vievrpoint across . Pleasant and 
forceful in his manner . 
_verage - An average h~man being possessing average personal 
strengths and weaknesses . 
Usually expresses his convictions vii th regard to his work . 
Likeable . 
Fair - A person whose behavior harms no one but himself . 
Ill at ease, not too forceful . 
Poor - A person who is a bad influence on the behavior of 
the group . 
A Negative , colorless person . 
6. Health and Apuearanc.~ 
Excellent - Robust, energetic . 
Superior grooming and taste . A sense of the fitness of 
things . 
Good - Sufficiently healthy and energetic to handle the job . 
Well dressed and neat . 
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Poor - Not adaptable . Little imagination . Resists change . ______ __ 
Neglects and misinterprets facts, unable to reason logi-
cally . 
Needs detailed instructions . Can handle routine assign-
ments only . 
Frequently rtakes careless mistakes . 
Constant follo·w-up necessary . 
4. Attitude 
Excellent - Thorough understandinn; and apnreciation of all 
compan. policies . 
Extrenely loyal and cooperative . 
Superior ability in explaining nana~ement policies to his 
subordinates . 
Very enthusiastic about his 1.1ork . 
Greatest sense of nersonal responsibility for the work of 
his department 
Extremely successful in gaining the respect and loyalty of 
subordinates without comprortising his position as a member 
of management . 
A genuine interest in people and well liked by others. 
Good - Good knowledge and understanding of company policies . 
Very loyal and cooperative . 
Very able in voluntarily explaining policies to his sub-
ordinates . 
Enthusiastic about his work . 
Very willing to accept responsibility for ·work in his de -
partment . 
Very capable in gaining the respect of his subordinates , 
but remains very conscious of his position as a member of 
management . 
Very interested in people and liked by others . 
Average - Acceptable knowled~e of company policies . 
Cooperative . 
Does not usually explain management programs on his ovvn 
initiative . 
Likes his work. 
Accepts but does not seek responsibility . 
Respected by his subordinates and gets average degree of 
cooperation, but is sometimes impatient with personnel 
problems . ·Usually conscious of his position as a member 
of management . 
Interested in people and usually liked by otheri. 
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Poor - Inefficient . Confuses others . 
Fails to recognize abilities of 
long time to accomplish little . 
and that of his men . 
Department very disorderly . 
3. Initiative and Versatility 
his people . Takes a 
Waste s his own time 
Excellent - Superior ability to think intelligently and 
creatively . Exceptional ly adaptable to new tasks or 
conditions with little or no help or supervision . 
Uses excellent judgement . 
Seeks and sets himself additional tasks . Highly ingen-
ious and superior at going ahead alone when unusual 
problems arise . 
Mistakes extremely rare . 
Little or no follow-up necessary by superior . 
Good - Very able in anticipating the future . Readily adap -
table to new tasks or conditions with occasional assistance 
and supervision . 
Us es sound judgement . 
Ab ove average in voluntarily acting on unusual problems . 
Seldom makes mistakes . 
Assigned tasks carried out with only occasional follow-up 
by superior . 
Average - Able to anticipate future problems . Adaptable to 
new tasks or changing conditions if properly prepared and 
instructed . 
Has good common sense . 
Has ability to meet and cope with unusual probJ P.ms , but . 
sometimes defers action unnecessarily in order to check 
with superior . 
Mi s takes not excessive . Tends to be conservative . 
Reasonable follow-up by superior needed . 
Fair - Adaptable to a limited extent, but requires consider-
able assistance and supervision to meet chanGing conditions . _______ 1 
Judgement erratic . 
Rarely suggests new course of action or method in doing 
a job . 
Overlv conservative . Sometimes makes careless mistakes . 
Frequent follow-up needed . 
